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Abstract
The space industry plans to develop new reusable launch vehicles. The new vehicles will
need advanced, new guidance and control systems. Since 1996 Draper Laboratory has
been developing the next generation guidance and control for reusable launch vehicles in
which guidance and control is integrated into one correlated system.
Draper's research of integrated guidance and control originated with a single loop
multivariable control scheme using time-invariant linear quadratic regulator theory. The
research has since evolved into the use of model predictive control theory. The main
focus of this thesis is the theory and design of model predictive control for entry of
aerospace vehicles. The goal is to develop design criteria and guidelines explaining how
to select the model predictive control parameters: prediction horizon, simulation rates,
and weighting matrices. A secondary goal is to tightly couple an onboard trajectory
generation algorithm with the model predictive controller to improve tracking
performance and robustness.
Favorable tracking is achieved through two model predictive control architectures, which
are discussed. The first architecture has an inner loop stability augmentation system with
model predictive control used as an outer loop. The second architecture replaces the
inner and outer loops with a single model predictive controller. The two architectures
demonstrate the flexibility of model predictive control to adapt to new vehicles; the
model predictive control may be used to augment an existing inner loop or may be used
as a stand-alone controller. The design focuses primarily on the architecture without a
stability augmentation system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aerospace industry and the National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA)
plan to develop new reusable launch vehicles in the future. The Lockheed Martin X-33
and the Orbital Sciences X-34 are two examples of endeavors in the recent past. The
new vehicles will require new guidance and control (G&C) systems to operate them.
Previous guidance and control systems have limited flexibility. They use predefined
trajectories for both boost and entry segments of flight. Predefined trajectories are
mission specific and require extensive preflight design for every flight. Since the
trajectories are predefined, the vehicle is vulnerable to changes in flight conditions after
the design. High winds, slight mission changes, fuel consumption variations, and
atmospheric temperature changes are just a few examples of possible changes in flight
conditions.
The guidance and control systems from previous vehicles such as the space shuttle
were designed separately. The result is a poorly correlated response where the
guidance and control react to each other's contribution instead of working in a fully
collaborated effort. Careful design is needed to avoid poor vehicle response. Finally, in
the event of a subsystem failure requiring an abort in the launch or entry flight phase,
predefined trajectories tend to limit the available abort options [Ref. 1].
Current design objectives are to make access to space a routine event, to achieve
airplane-like operations, and to reduce the cost of space flight. Future G&C systems
must reduce the mission specific labor such as reducing the number of I-loads needed
for each launch. This reduction is needed to standardize launch and entry procedures
to meet the above objectives. Mission reliability must be increased, and the required
flight support for routine launches must be minimized [Ref. 2].
In response to the design objectives, the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (CSDL) is
developing guidance and control approaches for boost, entry, and landing of reusable
launch vehicles (RLV). Draper's next generation guidance and control (NGGC)
research focuses on three key fields: autonomous abort technology, onboard trajectory
generation, and integrated guidance and control (IG&C). Onboard operations
25
significantly reduce preflight design and mission support. It increases reliability because
it makes space launch and entry more routine with fewer I-loads and calls for a G&C law
that is not mission specific. An integrated guidance and control design using modern
control in past research has shown great promise for creating an onboard design. In
addition, onboard trajectory generation and onboard flight control is needed to make the
abort technology a reality. As flight conditions change in flight as prescribed by an abort
scenario, onboard trajectory generation allows the control system to recalculate optimal
control inputs for a new and more accurate trajectory. Recalculating the inputs is critical
because the abort obviously outdates the precalculated control inputs as the state of the
vehicle might vary quite significantly from a nominal flight. In a launch scenario, an
abort may save the vehicle and payload from destruction allowing for another launch
attempt. In an entry scenario, an abort may require a landing on an alternate runway
within the vehicle's range. The abort capability could then save the vehicle, thereby
increasing mission reliability. A fixed actuator may cause an abort on entry. A
correlated onboard G&C system allowing reconfigurability is needed in such an
example.
PI~Controt
+W ~~MPCSAPan
Fig. I Next Generation Guidance and Control Goal
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of Draper's long term NGGC goal. The trajectory
generation has undergone multiple design iterations originating from a longitudinal
dynamics only design for approach and landing (A/L). Lateral dynamics and the
subsonic portion of the terminal area energy management (TAEM) corridor were added
next. Current trajectory generation research is developing optimal trajectories
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throughout the entire TAEM corridor for the supersonic, subsonic, and A/L flight
regimes.
The control allocation inputs moment commands from a controller and vehicle state
information from sensors. It then issues thruster commands for high altitude flight. As
the vehicle descends through the atmosphere, the air density increases and the
aerosurfaces begin to influence the vehicle's control. During the transition from high
altitude to low altitude flight a blend of thruster and aerosurface commands is issued by
the control allocation. For low altitude flight, the aerosurfaces are used solely for
control. The control allocation can further be used when reconfiguration is required.
The MPC and Stability Augmentation System (SAS) blocks describe the flight control.
Integrated guidance and control research has been worked on in parallel with trajectory
generation and control allocation. Chomel [1998] developed a longitudinal system for
the approach and landing flight segment of the X-34 [Ref. 3]. The research concluded
that modern control could be used for RLVs to improve landing performance and to
simplify the gain design. Research in 1999 then followed again in an MIT master's
thesis, expanding the flight envelope. Lateral dynamics and state integrators on key
trajectory states were added to a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) controller. Supersonic
and subsonic TAEM flight augmented the approach and landing phase of the trajectory.
Again the X-34 was the chosen testbed. The research showed that a relatively simple
LQR flight controller provided comparable performance to the X-34 classical algorithm
used as the baseline case [Ref. 1]. Both research conclusions for the flight control have
motivated continued research in Draper's NGGC ultimate goal.
The focus of this thesis is the design of Model Predictive Controllers for RLVs with
correlated guidance and control systems. Model Predictive Control uses an internal
plant model to predict future state outputs over a given time horizon. The controller
tracks a trajectory over the time horizon by generating control inputs that minimize the
error between the projected state outputs and a reference signal.
Two controller architectures are considered. The first architecture has an inner loop
LQR SAS with MPC used as an outer loop (shown in Fig. 1). The second architecture
replaces the inner and outer loops with a single MPC controller. Both architectures
simplify the problem and take advantage of prior research by removing the control
allocation from the problem. The flight control issues aerosurface commands directly to
the plant. The trajectory is assumed to be a given from a guidance subsystem.
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1.1 Previous MPC Research
Some of the earliest applications of MPC have been in chemical engineering, dating as
far back as the 1970s [Ref. 4]. The plants were well known and constant for systems
with relatively slow dynamics. In 1994, Berlin and Frank [Ref. 5] used MPC to control a
3-tank system applying multiple input multiple output (MIMO) control with two inputs and
two outputs. Berlin and Frank achieved good tracking performance while considering
multiple disturbances. With recent advances in computing power, MPC has been able
to be applied to aerospace vehicles. MPC can now be applied to systems with nonlinear
dynamics. Hauser and Jadbabaie have successfully applied MPC to a thrust vectored
flying wing for forward flight at the California Institute of Technology [Ref. 6]. Additional
applications of MPC have been made recently to the aerospace industry. Shearer
applied MPC to controlling an F-16 fighter aircraft model. A linearized system was used
to approximate the aircraft's nonlinear dynamics with favorable results [Ref. 7].
Because of increased computing rates of today's computer's, MPC research is gaining
popularity in the aerospace industry.
1.2 Optimal Control Problem Definition
The optimal control problem presented in this thesis is of the following form:
Find an admissible optimal control (u) that causes the system
x(t) =a(x(t), u(t), t)(1)
to follow an admissible optimal trajectory (x) that minimizes the performance function
J = h(x(t, ),,)+ fg(x(t),u(t),t)dt (2)
where a, h, and g are scalar functions. t is final time, t0 is initial time, and t is time.
A few restrictions, in general, accompany the definition described by equations (1) and
(2). First, an optimal control may not exist for a given system, particularly when
constraints are introduced. It may be impossible to find an admissible control value that
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follows an admissible trajectory. Second, if an admissible optimal control exists, a
unique solution is not guaranteed. Consider the simplified example of a sine wave,
f(x) = sin(x). x =3 and x = give a minimum value of -1 so multiple control
values lead to a single minimum cost. Such a situation may occur when the
performance parameter has multiple global minimums. Last, the optimal control
approach always calculates the global minimum of the cost, not a local minimum.
Global minimum means that all admissible control values that generate admissible
trajectories result in a higher (or equal if the solution is not unique) cost than the optimal
admissible control. Mathematically the global minimum is written
A I
J* $h(x*(t ),tJ) + Jg(x*(t),u* (t),t) dt
10 (3)
h(x(t,),t) + g(x(t), ), t, t) dt V u e U that makes x e X
Where h, and g are scalar functions. t is final time, t0 is initial time, and t is time.
x and u are the state and control vectors, respectively. The asterisk designates the
optimal values.
The system used in the optimal control scheme may be classified by linearity and if it
varies with time.
Nonlinear Linear
Time-variant x(t) = a(x(t),u(t),t) x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)
Time-invariant x(t) = a(x(t),u(t)) x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
Tab. I Optimal Control System Classification
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A(t) and B(t) are matrices of size nx x nx and nx x nu, respectively with time-varying
elements. A and B are constant matrices of size nx x nx and nx x nu [Ref. 8]. nx is
the number of states and nu is the number of control inputs.
The MPC optimal control problem solved in this thesis is linear, and time-invariant. The
continuous form x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) is converted to the discrete form
x(k +1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) and is used to minimize the performance parameter in matrix
form
= mIn [u(k) -u7 (k)] W, it(k) -u7 (k)] (4)
+ Au' (k)WAu(k)+ [y(k) - r(k)]T W, ( k) -r](k)]
This cost function places a penalty on deviations of the control input from the reference
control input, changes in control from the previous control value, and state tracking
errors. The cost function is more closely examined in section 2.1.3.1.
1.3 Thesis Objective
The focus of this research is to develop an integrated guidance and control algorithm
and procedures for designing the algorithm using model predictive control for the entry
of RLVs in the subsonic TAEM region and A/L. Lateral and longitudinal dynamics are
controlled in a multivariable controller. The Orbital Sciences X-34 technology
demonstrator is the testbed for the research, however, the principles discussed may be
applied to a variety of vehicles. To maintain generality and flexibility, the research
stresses the concepts and design criteria needed to design an MPC controller for any
aerospace vehicle. In addition, the intent of the research is to investigate the flexibility
of MPC to be used to augment an existing inner loop or to take the role of the entire
controller. The advantages of MPC are briefly identified and exploited to demonstrate
constraint handling, show an aptitude for reconfigurability, and to obtain favorable
tracking performance.
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1.4 Thesis Overview
Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the thesis. It identifies the need for developing the
next generation guidance and control. Then it describes Draper Laboratory's plan for
creating NGGC and shows how this thesis contributes to the overall goal. Chapter 2
provides the reader with an introduction to the concepts and a section hi-lighting some
of the potential benefits and problems associated with MPC. Additionally, the
mathematical background of MPC is discussed for the constrained and unconstrained
cases. Chapter 3 narrows the focus of the thesis to the design of the MPC applied to
the specific problem of controlling the X-34. The X-34 vehicle is described and some
preliminary design considerations are described such as state and architecture
selection. Chapter 4 shows key design criteria one should follow when designing an
MPC controller. It uses a simplified example using only the vehicle's longitudinal
dynamics. In Chapter 5 the defined design criteria are applied to the full nonlinear
simulation with both longitudinal and lateral dynamics. Chapter 6 includes the results of
using the designed controller in simulations for two trajectories. Finally, Chapter 7
draws conclusions based on the research and makes suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Model Predictive Control Theory
Model Predictive Control theory is a model base optimal control technique. Every MPC
system has the same general architecture composed of an internal plant model and an
optimizer. Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing this structure. The MPC controller has an
internal model of the plant dynamics, which it uses to predict future outputs of the actual
plant. The MPC's optimizer differences the predicted outputs with a reference
trajectory. It takes that error signal, the past input to the actual plant, and any
constraints imposed on the system and calculates a set of optimal, future inputs for the
actual plant according to a defined cost function. The set of future control inputs are the
inputs that will drive the output to the desired reference set points. A variety of cost
functions may be used; however, the system described by equation (4) is used in this
research.
Model Predictive Control
Disturbance
iternal Predicted Output
Sensor Feedback
Actual
P1lant
+ Reference Trajectory
Control Input Control & States
Past Cost Constraints
Input Function
Fig. 2 General MPC Architecture
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate MPC theory in greater detail through a plot of the predicted
output and the future inputs. The vertical axis represents the current time with the
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shaded and unshaded sections signifying the past and future time, respectively. The
horizontal dashed line in Fig. 3 shows the desired reference output projected P steps
into the future from time t to time t+P. The open circles represent the P predicted
outputs At apart. The horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 4 represent hard constraints that
the input values may not exceed. The output constraints in Fig. 3 and the input
reference in Fig. 4 are omitted from the figures [Ref. 9].
Past =
I I
t
Re ferenc e si gnal 'rd't +k-)
Predicted oututs y(t+k1t)
Prediction horizonI
I I I I I
t+I t+M t+P
Fig. 3 MPC Output Problem Definition
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Fig. 4 MPC Input Problem Definition
The following sections describe the MPC structure more explicitly. The discussion starts
with an explanation of the prediction concept followed by a description of how the
internal plant model and the optimizer make predictions and find optimal control inputs.
Finally, potential benefits and problems with using MPC are assessed.
2.1 MPC Design Components
2.1.1 Prediction & Control Horizon Description
The Prediction Horizon (P) is the number of predictions in the future the MPC uses to
gain understanding of the effects of the control inputs on the system. Each prediction is
equally spaced in time as determined by the designer. The Control Horizon (M) is the
number of free movements for the control inputs calculated in the future. A free
movement is the ability of the control to assume a new value. The respective control
inputs are held constant for a length of time of At until the next sampling prediction. The
control horizon may take on two forms, an integer or a vector. An integer value
indicates either the number of free control movements in the prediction horizon or the
number of base functions used to describe the control. The context of the problem
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dictates which interpretation the designer is using. Using base functions calls for the
control to be described by a linear combination of predefined functions. The next
section gives a more rigorous definition and example of base functions. Both
interpretations of the integer control horizon value represent the number of degrees of
freedom available to describe the control over the horizon. When the control horizon is
an integer, it must be less than or equal to the prediction horizon. If both horizons are
equal, this indicates that the control is allowed to take on a different value at every
prediction calculation. If, on the other hand, M < P, then the first M control inputs are
allowed to vary, and subsequent control values are held equal to the last input for the
remaining prediction horizon. Fig. 4 shows an example of an integer value for the
control horizon with M < P. Note how the control input is allowed to vary for the first M
moves and is held constant thereafter. A plant with a time delay gives reason to
selecting a control horizon less than the prediction horizon as it requires additional
prediction samples to see the effects of the M control values.
When the control horizon is represented by a vector, the elements of the vector indicate
which control inputs must be equal. The elements must also sum to P. For example, P
= 9 and M = [2 4 3] means that the first two control values must be equal. The next four
values are equal to each other but may be different from the previous two values.
Similarly, the last three moves must be equal, but not necessarily the same as the
previous two or four values. This strategy is called blocking and is demonstrated in Fig.
5.
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Fig. 5 Control Horizon with Blocking
Blocking may be advantageous when otherwise M << P because the final control value
would be used for the majority of the prediction. For situations when M is an integer
and M << P, each control value acts for one time sample in the optimization except for
the final value, acting for P - M time samples. In this case, it may be beneficial to use
blocking to distribute the length of time each control input is acting [Ref. 9].
For controllers that run at a faster rate than the prediction rate, the MPC controller
calculates a set of M control inputs for its prediction, but only applies the first control
value at the current time. It then discards the remaining calculated control values and
calculates an entirely new set in the next iteration. In the next iteration, MPC has the
benefit of seeing the effects of applying the first control value and the benefit of looking
one time sample farther into the future and than it did in the previous iteration. On the
other hand, for controllers that run at a slower rate than the prediction rate, multiple
control inputs may be used. For example, if MPC is used as an outer loop to augment
an existing inner loop, the outer loop may run at 2 Hz but predictions and hence control
values may be made at a rate of 10 Hz. Instead of the controller using the first control
value for 0.5 seconds and discarding the rest, the controller could use the first 5 control
values implementing them at 0.1-second intervals and discard the remaining control
values.
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Although MPC discards most calculated control inputs, it must optimize over the entire
prediction horizon because the current control value applied will likely depend on set
point changes in the future. If a constraint is imposed affecting the future, the MPC
must adjust the applied control at the current time to meet that constraint. In addition,
for non-minimum phase plants (known for their characteristic initial inverse response),
the MPC needs to know the short and long term effects of a given control input, so
optimizing over the full prediction horizon is critical. Similarly, plants with time delays
require additional predictions to fully understand the impact of the applied control [Ref.
9].
2.1.2 Internal Model
The internal plant model is essential to model predictive control because it is the
mechanism used to estimate the future output. The MPC uses the internal model to
simulate how the actual plant will react to the MPC generated input signal. The input
signal is calculated based on the internal plant dynamics, the vehicle's current state,
previous control value, and the future state and control reference values. By knowing
how the actual plant reacts, the MPC can then select the optimal control value that will
minimize errors throughout the entire prediction horizon. Compared to other optimal
controllers such as LQR, MPC accepts a greater error in tracking at the current time, if
by the end of the prediction horizon the overall error is reduced as a result of accepting
the early error.
The internal model may be linear or nonlinear, time varying or time-invariant. However,
the more the internal model accurately represents the actual model the more accurate
the predictions and hence the control will be. For nonlinear plants in aerospace
applications, a nonlinear internal model may provide better accuracy particularly when
performing maneuvers exercising the nonlinear dynamics. This greater accuracy,
however, comes at the cost of additional computation time. Full state or partial state
feedback may be employed. If partial state feedback is used, a state estimator is
required. Clearly if the state estimator and/or the plant model is very inaccurate, the
MPC will issue poor control commands resulting in poor performance. Robustness to
plant uncertainty may be a design and implementation issue when perfect plant
knowledge is not assumed.
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2.1.3 Optimizer
The optimizer calculates the optimal control inputs for the actual plant by minimizing the
cost function. When the system is unconstrained a closed form mathematical solution is
derived. However, when constraints are present, the optimizer numerically finds the
inputs minimizing the constrained cost function.
2.1.3.1 MPC Optimizer Formulation & Cost Function
The purpose of this section is to present and discuss a standard formulation of the MPC
control problem. Consider the discrete linear time-invariant (LTI) plant with state and
output equations:
x(k+1)= Ax(k)+B,u(k)+B,v(k)+Bdd(k) (5)
y(k) = Cx(k) + D,v(k) + Ddd(k) (6)
where x(k) e 9""' is a vector of states, u(k) e 91" is a vector of inputs,
y(k) e 91"'' is a vector of outputs, v(k) e 93""' is a vector of measured disturbances,
and d(k) e 93"""' is a vector of unmeasured disturbances.
nx is the number of states, nu is the number of control inputs, ny is the number of
outputs, nv is the number of measured disturbances, and nd is the number of
unmeasured disturbances. A is the state matrix, and Bu, Bv, and Bd are matrices
describing the effects of u(k), v(k), and d(k) respectively. C is the output matrix, and Dv,
and Dd are feed-forward matrices to the output for the measured and unmeasured
disturbances respectively.
The model predictive control is based on the solution of the following optimization
problem:
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P1 Al -I
J= [u(k + i) - u, (k + i)]' w, (i)[u(k + i) - u, (k + i)]+ Au(k + i)' wA (i)Au(k + i)
i=0 1-7 (7)
+ [y(k + i)-r(k +i)]' w, (i)[y(k + i) - r(k + i)]
where u(k + i) is the predicted control. u, (k + i) is the projected target reference
control value. y(k + i) is the predicted output. r(k + i) is the projected reference output,
and w,(I), wa(I), and w, (i) are weighting variables for each term. P and M are the
prediction and control horizons.
Equation (7) may be solved with and without constraints. The optimization parameter
z(k) is related to the variation of the input variables through the following relation:
Au(k) = JA z(k) Au(k) = u(k)-ufyk-1) 8 )
JAI C E ( Pinn) -(A( *nu)(8
where the underscore notation signifies a vector of vectors. J1, is a matrix used to
impose additional constraints on the optimum Au(k). JAI may be an identity matrix
(P = M), used in blocking (P w M), or in implementing base functions (P # M); the
decision lies with the designer. When JAI is an identity matrix there are no additional
constraints on the optimum Au(k) and the control is allowed to vary freely throughout
the control horizon. The following is a description of how JA4 is used for blocking.
Consider again the example with P = 9 and M = [2 4 3]. With the first two control steps
constant, the next four steps constant, and the final three steps constant
(u(k) = u(k + 1), u(k + 2) = u(k + 3) = u(k + 4) = u(k + 5), u(k + 6) = u(k + 7) = u(k + 8)),
JeA would then take on the form:
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1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
JAI = 0 0 0 (9)
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0_
The third form JA may take is when base functions are used. Base functions are
specific control profiles throughout the prediction horizon. They may be ramp,
sinusoidal, exponential functions, or other types of functions. The function type is a
design choice. The Au(k) applied to the plant is a linear combination of the base
functions. A(k) is expressed mathematically as follows:
Au(k)= z1f,(k)+ zjf 2 (k)+...zp f,(k) (10)
where the f(k) are the base functions. Consider the following example. Let P = 9 and
let there be five ramp base functions as shown in Fig. 6 for a SISO system.
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Fig. 6 Example Set of 5 Ramp Base Functions
The control vector Au(k) results from the matrix multiplication Au(k)= J z(k) with the
newly defined JA .
JA =
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0.33
0.66
1
1
1
1
1
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1
1
1
1
(11)
Base functions are used to reduce the number of optimizing variables. Fewer optimizing
variables allows for quicker computation as an optimizer only needs to find values for a
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few variables. The use of base functions should not significantly change the solution. It
should only reduce computation time. In the next two sections, it is shown that the
unconstrained solution has a closed form solution, but the constrained solution must use
an optimizer to calculate the optimal values. Since the unconstrained case has a closed
form, the benefit of base functions is smaller matrices making fewer calculations. Base
functions and blocking may not be used at the same time because their influence is
based on how JA1 is constructed.
In a matrix form the cost function can now be rewritten as:
J = min [u(k) - L, (k)]' W, [u(k)-u T(k)]
( 1k)cR"" (12)
+z (k)JW AJIz(k)+ [y(k)-r(k)4 W, [y(k)-r(k)]
where u(k) e 9(P*u)x, u T(k) e 9 (P*u)xl , y(k) E 9  _(P*ny)x I r(k) E 9 (P*nl)x
e (P*flu)x(P*flu) , i(P*nu)x(P*nu) , f'V, e 93 (P*ny)x(P*nl)
The first term of equation (12) penalizes deviations of the control input variable from the
reference control. The second term penalizes the changes in the control input. The final
term penalizes the tracking error (deviations of the state output from the reference
trajectory). The cost function described in equation (12) is used throughout this thesis,
however, MPC is not restricted to this cost function. For example, Berlin and Frank
[Ref. 5] use a cost function penalizing the state tracking error and the absolute control
effort. Furthermore, Heise and Maciejowski [Ref. 10] penalize the state tracking error
and the changes in control input. The cost function in (12) is especially applicable to
aerospace engineering as onboard trajectory generators are able to issue reference
signals not only for the output of the states, but also for the control inputs. The selected
cost function takes advantage of both reference signals.
Next, the predicted control u(k) may be expressed in the following manner:
u(k) = Ipu(k - 1) + K, _Au(k) ( 13 )
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I, = Identity(nu x nu)
I
K, =
LI I
I, 9 1
'(P*nu)xnu
0
I
0
I
Expressing u(k) in this manner lends itself to being expressed according to the
equations in (8) to form z(k). These conversions are necessary so that the cost
function may be solved for a single variable, z(k).
2.1.3.2 Unconstrained Closed Form Solution
The goal of this derivation is to find the z(k) that minimizes the cost function described
in (12). To do this, all of the terms in the cost function must first be defined as a
function of z(k). Then the derivative of the cost function is set to 0, and z(k) is found
explicitly. Because the cost function is quadratic, a unique solution is guaranteed.
Let Au(k + i l k) and y(k + i l k) be the change in control input and the output
predictions obtained by iterating the model i times in the future from the current state
k. Define Au(k), y(k), u(k), and ur (k)
Au(k |k)
Au(k +1| k)
Au(k+P 
-I k)_
y(k +I | k)
y(k + 2| k)y(k) y(k k)_(P*nv) (16)
yk + PI k)j
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(14)
(15)
Au(k)
e 93v*uun>
u(k) 1
u(k) u(k +1) e 9j(P*nu)i
u(k+P -1)_
u. I(k)
u(k)= u,(k +
_u1, (k+
1) .,,
P ) (P*nu)_1
P- 1)]
Similarly define v(k) and d(k):
v(k)
v(k) =v(k +1) 9(P*nu*nv)x
v(k+ P)j
~d(k) 1
d(k) = d(k+1) g (P*nu+nd)4x
d(k + P)_
When equation (5) is substituted into equation (6) for y(k +1 I k) to y(k + i k), the
prediction at time k can then be expressed in the following form:
y(k + i k)C IA'x(k) + A ~-1-u(k-1) + Au(k +j) +B,v(k + h) + Bdd(k+h) (1 9)
h=0 j=0O 19
+ Dv(k + i) + Ddd(k +i)
In the simplified vector form equation (19) becomes:
y(k) = Sx(k) + S, I u(k -1) + S,Au (k) + Hv (k) + Hd!d(k) (20)
where the terms are defined as
y(k +1 I k)
y(k) = y(k +21k)
y(k +P I k)_
CA
jV'*nvCA s 93 '*"n'>""
_-CA P-
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(17)
(18)
(21 )
CB,
CB,, + CAB,,
ZCA"B,1
11=0
CB,,
CB,, + CAB,
0CA'BI
_/h=0
FCB?,,
CAB
LCAp- BI,
CB1
H CAB 1
LCA'Bd
DI,
CB,
CA'- 2 Bd
Now that y(k) is explicitly defined it may
function of z(k). For simplicity the cost
0
CB,
P-2
1 CA" Bi
h1=0
0
0
0
DI,
CAP-3 B,
0
DA
CAP-3 Bd
0
0
0
CBIJ
-- 0
. .]
-- DI
-- 0
-- 0
--- Dd 
_j
(P*nY,) (P *finu)
C 1""*(*""9
(23)
(24)
. 91 P*mjx( 1*m,+nd) (25)
be substituted into (12) and rewritten as a
function is partitioned into three terms and
evaluated one term at a time. The derivative of each term is taken with respect to z(k).
The first term is written as a function of z(k).
J, =u [-ur|7'YWi,[u - u7 ]I=
= [I,,u(k -1) + K, - u W, [Ipu(k -1) + K, -- u
[,uk-1 IJI1-L1TW i ~ )+K A T
(26)
Now the derivative of the first term is found to be
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Sill - 91''*"n )xi (22)
(27)
-2,u(k-1)-r ]WIKIJAf +2ZT J KWKJJ
az 
- M I I I A
The second term of the cost function is already expressed as a function of z(k).
T iWa's ZwJI (28)
The derivative of the second term is
a2  TTWA JA
a = 2z J A A
(29)
Substitute the vector form of y(k) into the third term.
3 L-rwLy-r
= [S~x+S.,u(k-1)+S, Au+H~v+Ha1d-r]' W[S,x+S,u(k-1)+S,_Au+H,v+HL~d-r]
(30)
For terms without Au, define the sum as F since they can be treated as constants
when taking the derivative.
F =[S~x+S,,,u(k -1)+ H,+ Hd-r] (31 )
The substitution of F simplifies J3 .
J3 = [F +S,_Au]T W,[F +S,_Au] (32)
Next, taking the derivative gives
- = 2F T WS J +2z J ST WSJ
Sum the terms and set equal to zero to get the minimum cost.
(33)
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- written out expands to
az
(I,,u(k -1)-u, I',K Jl + ' 1
+ ,F' WS J,, +ZJ S " WS, JA
z represents the optimal solution to the cost function.
W, K, J
S=0
+ z' J,' J
z''(J, fW, K, J, + J" LW, + J"L S'W S J =
-Al F- u K uA
-F' W-11S11JAI - [Ipu(k - 1) -u 7 , ] , 1'~ JAI
(35)
(36)
Solve for z
(37)
With K7- defined to be
KU =(jK'WKJ, ±J AWA JA + JI S WSU JA)
It is now convenient to replace the constants described by F
z -- K (Sx+S,,u(k-1)+Hv+Ha d -rj)'WSJ +(Ipu(k-1)-ur ) KJ,
Group like terms in z*
(38)
(39)
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aJ
Oz
+z +z 8az
az az az
(34)
z'=-K-1 F'WS J. +(I,,u(k - 1)
-ur )7 W, K Jf 1
=' W,.S.J, + (Hv + H 1d)' WSJAI (40)
.r. du - uT (k -1)(I,W,KJ 1 + SIW,SJ)-u$WUKIJA + x'S W,.SJ (0
z* can be written more concisely by defining the following matrices K, , K,, Kd ,K ,
Kr, and Kx
Kr = -W, SifJAi ] e ( 41)
K = [H V S" J ] e %'"(P*n""nv)x(A*nu) (42)
HT= 1H'W, S J] e )*,"+"d)x(A *n) ( 43 )
K , = (IW, K JAi +S,,SJ J 9,j ni""'"*n" (44)
K= [- WuKJuAI ] 9 '"P*")"(A*n) ( 45 )
K = ( J, S I J , ] 93 nx("*nu) ( 46 )
The final optimal control is found to be
r (k)K, v' (k)K, + d T (k)K1
) = [K +u (k -1)K, +u (k)K + x' (k)K(
In this derivation the optimal control is found directly. However, the unconstrained
system may be described as a gain matrix multiplied by a state error signal. The
optimal control is a linear feedback law with a feed forward signal of reference
information.
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2.1.3.3 Constrained Solution
The constrained solution solves the same problem as the unconstrained problem
subject to the following constraints:
um"" m u(k + ilk) u;"max
Au"'1" Au(k + ilk) Auax = 0.
-e+y" 1  y(k +1|k) y;"a+e (48)
Au(k + jk)= 0, j= M,..., P
e> 0
where uMi"ll U ,max , Au "" , AU,"'ax , in , and y,ax are the design constraints selected by the
designer. e is a slack variable, also a design choice. Hard constraints are imposed on
the control input and on the change in control input. Hard constraints mean that the
MPC will not violate the constraints under any circumstance. Soft constraints are placed
on the state output and may be violated, but at a high penalty cost. The penalty is the
product of the amount the constraint was violated and the slack variable e . e is
typically a large value so that MPC would rather sacrifice error in another state before
violating soft constraints. When constraints are imposed on the system, no closed form
solution exists so an optimizer must be used. The slack variable is required to insure
the optimizer converges. Without the slack variable, the optimizer may not converge
when the problem is overly constrained, the plant model doesn't match the actual model,
or from round off error. Failure to converge in flight would likely result in loss of the
vehicle. As a precaution for isolated points, if convergence is impossible, the previous
applied control value is used. The research for this thesis used the Matlab optimizing
routine DANTZGMP.m, however, any reliable optimizer may be used in a constrained
MPC problem [Ref. 9].
2.2 Potential Benefits and Problems of MPC
2.2.1 Potential Benefits
Model Predictive Control like any other controller has potential benefits and problems
associated with it. The benefits of using an MPC controller are discussed first. A useful
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advantage of MPC is its prediction feature. MPC optimizes over the prediction horizon
instead of an optimization of a current time. For this reason the MPC allows errors at
the current time if allowing the errors enables the MPC to reduce future errors
significantly. The MPC then uses anticipative action to its advantage. For example, if
an MPC controller predicts a step change in the reference signal, it will begin changing
the control input to the plant to accommodate for that step before it actually receives the
command. This anticipation is useful as it can avoid large errors in overshoot by starting
early and moving less aggressively. In addition, the anticipative behavior of MPC allows
it to effectively meet constraints. If a constraint is imposed on the control input, the
MPC will see the constraint in the prediction horizon and move preemptively to meet that
constraint. Because MPC allows constraints, the designer is free to use the soft
constraints on the output to tailor the output to specific values. Hard constraints may
also be used to avoid saturating the control system.
Often a constraint on the input or output of a system will make it impossible to achieve
the absolute minimum of the cost function. The controller must then find the minimum
of the cost subject to the constraint. In such a situation it is advantageous to operate as
close to the constraint as possible. Using anticipation, the MPC is capable of operating
nominally very close to constraints because it can predict if it is going to violate a
constraint. If it predicts it will violate a constraint, it takes corrective action to insure the
constraint is met.
Another advantage to MPC is that in a closed loop system, stability is guaranteed even if
the open loop plant is unstable and constraints are imposed. System stability is further
addressed in Chapter 4. Additional information on stability can also be found in (Heise
and Maciejowski) [Ref. 10] and (Bemporad and Morari) [Ref. 11]. Heise and
Maciejowski use a state space formulation and a piecewise linear time-invariant control
law with state and input constraints and a perfect model. The MPC uses an internal
model control framework for defining sufficient conditions guaranteeing stability for
stable and unstable plants under all constraints considered. Bemporad and Morari
conduct a survey of a variety of stability formulations proposed in recent MPC literature.
According to the survey, the specific method used to show stability must be chosen
carefully to insure that the control system being analyzed meets all of the method's
assumptions. As a consequence, ad hoc tuning of the MPC from a comprehensive set
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of simulations over a variety of operating conditions is found to be a technique that may
be applied to all MPC control laws.
MPC can control a variety of systems ranging from ones with simple dynamics to others
with complex nonlinear dynamics, including unstable plants and systems with long delay
times or of non-minimum phase. The SISO case may be easily extended to MIMO [Ref.
4]. It is an established and proven control algorithm in industry. Its concepts are well
known and have been used by process plant engineers and by chemical engineers for
years. However, MPC is relatively new to the aerospace industry.
MPC may compensate for measurable disturbances through feed forward control [Ref.
4]. Unmeasured disturbances may also be applied to the MPC model.
MPC controllers have multiple uses for a given problem. It can be used to augment an
existing inner loop to create an MPC outer loop for the states with slow dynamics, or it
may be used as the sole controller without an inner loop. These two architectures are
demonstrated in the following chapter. MPC's flexibility expands its utility.
2.2.2 Potential Problems
With any controller there exists some disadvantages. The look ahead feature of MPC
comes at the cost of greater complexity when compared to other modern controllers
such as LQR. MPC requires the addition of the prediction routine to the control law.
Organizing the large amount of data MPC requires for predictions is often a challenge.
The predictions for the unconstrained case are organized using matrices, but each
prediction is created using matrices, so the notation describing matrices within matrices
may be confusing at times. The matrices easily become very large and the associated
computation time increases significantly.
Another disadvantage is that the reference output in the future must be known. This
information is not always readily available, so MPC may only be applied to certain
problems where that information is known.
The MPC uses the internal plant model to make predictions about the output of the real
plant. With that information it selects the control inputs that minimize the deviation from
reference according to the cost function. This dependence on the internal plant model
requires the model to closely match the actual plant. Robustness to model uncertainty
is an issue.
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Finally, one of the problems with MPC lies in the selection of the various parameters.
This is where MPC application can become more of an art form than a science.
Selecting the prediction horizon, control horizon, simulation rates, applying the proper
constraints, and populating the weighting matrices are difficult tasks. As the number of
states and control inputs increase, populating the weighing matrices becomes
increasingly more difficult. The parameters cannot be calculated directly in a closed
form solution, however, there do exist procedures a designer may perform to select
adequate horizon lengths, weighting values, and other selection parameters. Chapter 4
provides a simplified MPC example to illustrate these procedures to help future
designers choose the appropriate parameters. These procedures are applied in
Chapter 5 to select the parameters for the full MPC simulation controlling the X-34.
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Chapter 3
Architecture Description
The purpose of this chapter is to describe how MPC is applied to control the X-34 to fly
a commanded trajectory from the guidance subsystem. The chapter begins with a
vehicle description followed by a declaration of the selected states. Sample trajectories
are introduced next. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the architectures used
and an explanation of the linearization process.
3.1 X-34 Description
The X-34 was chosen as the testbed for research for four main reasons. First, the X-34
is representative of typical low lift to drag ratio (L/D) reusable launch vehicles. In
addition, it has similar characteristics to the Space Shuttle. The Space Shuttle is also a
low L/D vehicle and has the same control surfaces as the X-34. Third, Draper has
closely worked with the Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC), the developers of the X-34.
From this close interaction much information about the X-34 has been shared, making
the X-34 a logical choice for Draper's research. Finally, the X-34 was selected in order
to take advantage of prior IG&C research [Ref. 1] [Ref. 3] [Ref. 12].
The X-34 is a technology demonstrator that is launched from the belly of an L-1 011
aircraft, much like the Pegasus launch vehicle. The X-34 is secured underneath an L-
1011 aircraft initially. The X-34 is released from the L-1 011 at an altitude of about
30,000 feet. Following release, the X-34 ignites a kerosene and liquid oxygen engine
with 60,000 pounds of thrust sending the vehicle to an altitude of 250,000 ft and to
speeds approaching mach 8. The vehicle then reenters the atmosphere and lands on a
runway [Ref. 1] [Ref. 3] [Ref. 12]. The vehicle carries no crewmembers and is,
therefore, totally autonomous with respect to its guidance, navigation, and control
(GN&C) operation.
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Fig. 7 Expanded View of the X-34
Fig. 7 and Tab. 2 show an expanded view of the X-34 and a summary of its physical
characteristics. The landing weight is just greater than one-third the launch weight. The
vehicle burns nearly 30,000 Ibm of fuel causing this change in weight and causing the
mass properties of the vehicle to change significantly. Upon entry, the center of gravity
in the X-34 has moved well aft of the center of pressure. Normally such a configuration
is undesirable as it causes the vehicle to be statically unstable. High performance
fighter aircraft are designed in this way to increase maneuverability. In the case of the
X-34, this instability results from a trade-off between launch and landing weight and
stability requirements.
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y body
Length 58.3 ft
Wing Span, b 27.67 ft
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, c 14.54 ft
Planform Area, S 357.5 ft2
Approximate Launch Weight 46,500 Ibm
Approximate Landing Weight 18,000 Ibm
Tab. 2 Physical Characteristics of the X-34
While the X-34 is unstable on entry, it can be stabilized in flight using its actuators in a
closed loop control law. The X-34 has four types of aerosurfaces: an elevon, rudder,
speed brake, and a body flap. The body flap is used to trim the vehicle and is omitted
from the flight control in this research. The elevons function as both elevators and
ailerons. When the elevons are deflected in unison, they act as elevators, but a
differential deflection achieves the aileron control.
Tab. 3 shows the four aero controls available, the range of
bandwidths for the actuators [Ref. 12].
deflection, and approximate
Control Symbol Range of Motion (deg) Actuator Bandwidth
(Hz)
Elevon 6e -34.2 to +15.8 8
Aileron Sa -20 to +20 8
Rudder 6r -25 to +25 6
Speed brake 6 sb 0 to +103 0.5
Tab. 3 Control Variables and Actuator Characteristics
The sign convention for the actuators is defined in a right-handed body frame. The x
direction is out of the nose of the vehicle. The y direction points off the right wing and
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the z direction points down to complete the coordinate system. These directions are
shown in Fig. 7. For the directional description, assume the observer is positioned as
the pilot in the nose of the vehicle. A positive 6e signifies downward motion of both
elevons causing the vehicle's nose to pitch down. A positive 5a corresponds to
downward motion of the right elevon and upward motion of the left elevon generating a
negative rolling rotation to the left. A positive 6r means the trailing edge of the rudder
moves left towards the left wing forcing the vehicle nose left and a negative yaw motion.
Strong coupling between the aileron and rudder exist [Ref. 12]. The X-34 is a bank to
turn vehicle. Aileron motion causes both a rolling and yawing moment. Similarly, rudder
action generates rolling and yawing moments. The rudder alone has little capability over
heading changes without incurring significant sideslip angles. As a result, the vehicle
must bank and use some rudder input to complete a coordinated turn. The yaw rate is
slow because the vehicle must first perform a roll maneuver [Ref. 1]. The speed brake
has minimal drag when completely closed at 00 and maximum drag when 6 sb is 1030.
The brake is used for controlling velocity only.
3.2 State Selection
The vehicle equations of motion (EOM) for a rigid body employ both longitudinal and
lateral dynamics. The EOM for a vehicle with six degrees of freedom have been derived
in previous research and may be found in [Ref. 1]. The following are a few assumptions
made when deriving the EOMs:
- The vehicle may be treated as a rigid body
- The vehicle has a plane of symmetry
- Earth is an inertial reference frame
- The vehicle's mass properties are constant
The first two assumptions are valid as the X-34 is a mostly rigid vehicle, and it has
symmetry about the xbody, Zbody plane. This research is limited to the low altitude
subsonic portion of TAEM and A/L, so assuming the Earth is an inertial reference frame
is a valid approximation. Finally, for the entry portion of flight in the subsonic range, it is
valid to assume the X-34's mass properties are constant. For the boost phase this
would not be a valid assumption as the propellant mass is significant and reduces as it
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burns. For subsonic entry, the vehicle does not use any propellant and relies solely on
its aerosurfaces for control [Ref. 13].
Twelve quantities are required to accurately and completely represent the vehicle at any
point in space. The twelve states are composed of three position states, three velocity
states, three attitude states, and three angular rotation states. Flight path states are
used because they allow for simplified integration for the guidance and control functions
[Ref. 12].
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State Description Symbol Units Type
Downrange Position x Ft Position
Crossrange Position y Ft Position
Altitude h Ft Position
Inertial (Ground-Relative) Speed V Ft/s Velocity
Flight Path Angle 7 Deg Velocity
Heading Angle x Deg Velocity
Bank Angle about Velocity Vector Deg Attitude
Angle of Attack Deg Attitude
Sideslip Angle Deg Attitude
Body Roll Rate P Rad/s Rotational Rate
Body Pitch Rate Q Rad/s Rotational Rate
Body Yaw Rate R Rad/s Rotational Rate
Tab. 4 Description of State Variables
Tab. 4 shows the twelve selected states, their represented symbol, the units, and type.
Six right-handed reference frames are used to explain the twelve state variables.
Inertial reference frame (i): an inertial frame centered at the beginning of the runway
with the x-axis along the runway's centerline. The y-axis is perpendicular to the
runway's centerline. The z-axis points into the ground, completing the right hand
system.
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Fig. 8 Inertial, Local Horizon, and Body Frames
Local horizon frame (h): a frame identical to the inertial reference frame but centered at
the vehicle's center of mass.
Body frame (b): centered at the vehicle's center of mass with the x-axis out of the
vehicle's nose, the y-axis out of the right wing, and the z-axis out of the bottom of the
vehicle. This frame is often referred to as the nose, right wing, down frame.
Fig. 8 illustrates the inertial, local horizon, and body frames.
Velocity frame (v): centered at the vehicle's center of mass with the x-axis along the
inertial velocity vector. The y-axis is off to the right side in the local horizon xy plane and
the z-axis completes the system.
Stability frame (s): This frame is centered at the vehicle's center of mass. The x-axis is
along the projection of the inertial velocity vector on the xz plane of the body frame. The
y-axis is in line with the body y-axis. Finally, the z-axis is in the same direction as the z-
axis in the velocity frame.
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Fig. 9 Velocity, Stability, and Body Frames
Wind frame (w): The origin is at the vehicle's center of gravity. The x-axis coincides
with the inertial velocity vector. The y and z-axes point in the same direction as the y
and z-axes of the velocity frame except the axes are rotated through the vehicle's bank
angle p.
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Fig. 10 Velocity and Wind Frames
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the velocity, stability, and wind frames. In Fig. 10 the x-axis for
both velocity and wind frames is positive into the page [Ref. 1].
Sign conventions are assigned to each of the 12 states. Downrange position is
measured positive along the longitudinal axis of the runway starting at the beginning of
the runway. Initially the vehicle starts with a negative downrange value. Crossrange
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position is measured perpendicular to the runway's longitudinal axis with the left
direction as the positive direction. Altitude is measured perpendicular from the plane of
the runway with above ground measured as positive. Inertial speed is the magnitude of
the total ground-relative velocity and thus always positive. The terms inertial speed and
velocity are used interchangeably in this thesis when referring to the state. Flight path
angle is the angle from the xy plane of the local horizon frame to the vehicle's velocity
vector. The xy plane of the local horizon frame is 0. A negative flight path angle occurs
when the vehicle's velocity is pitching downward towards the ground as show in Fig. 11.
yXh
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Fig. 11 Chi and Gamma Definition
The heading angle is the angle from the x-axis of the local horizon plane to the
projection of the inertial velocity vector on the local horizon xy plane. A negative
heading angle is shown in Fig. 11. Bank angle is the angle from the y-axis of the
velocity frame to the y-axis of the wind frame. Bank angle is the roll angle of the vehicle
with positive meaning a roll to the left as seen in Fig. 10. A positive angle of attack is
the angle from the x-axis of the stability frame to the x-axis of the body frame as shown
in Fig. 9. Sideslip angle is from the inertial velocity vector to the x-axis of the stability
frame. A positive sideslip angle is presented in Fig. 9. Roll, pitch, and yaw rates are
self-explanatory with positive defined as a left roll, a nose up pitch, and a left yaw motion
respectively.
3.3 Flight Phases
The trajectories used for this research are all developed by code from the guidance
division at Draper Laboratories. Each trajectory is restricted to the subsonic portion of
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TAEM and the approach and landing phases of flight. Each trajectory is composed of
as many as five of the following phases: acquisition, wings level flight (pre heading
alignment), heading alignment, wings level flight (post heading alignment), and
approach and landing. Fig. 12 shows the five flight phases in a typical trajectory [Ref.
14].
Drop location A/L Interface
Acquisition
circle
H AC /
Straight line segments
Fig. 12 Flight Phases
The A/L flight phase is exactly the same for each trajectory beginning at the A/L
interface. The A/L interface is a point directly uprange of the runway, aligned with the
centerline, and at 10,000 feet of altitude. The remaining four phases are then allowed to
vary to give generality to the trajectories. The trajectory generation solves a two-point
boundary value problem with the starting point as the vehicle drop location and the
ending point as the approach and landing interface. A constraint on the boundary value
problem requires the vehicle to have certain energy properties at A/L to insure it makes
a safe landing on the runway. Each trajectory is geometrically based using straight
lines, a cone, and a circle in its creation. The first phase is the acquisition phase
starting from when the vehicle is released from the L-1 011 aircraft. The vehicle is
assumed to start with the wings level followed by an immediate bank. While in the bank,
it flies along the circumference of the acquisition circle. A predetermined maximum
allowable normal acceleration dictates the radius of curvature of the acquisition circle.
The purpose of this phase is to change the vehicle's initial heading until it aligns with a
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tangent point on the heading alignment cone (HAC). The HAC is an imaginary inverted
cone placed tangent to the runway centerline and uprange of the runway. The first of
two wings level flight phases is a straight line connecting the acquisition circle to the
HAC at tangent points on each geometric shape. There is no banking occurring during
this phase resulting in straight flight. The next phase is the heading alignment phase in
which the vehicle performs its main banking maneuver. The X-34 follows the perimeter
of the HAC in a near constant bank until the vehicle's heading is aligned with the
runway's centerline. Following the heading alignment phase is the second wings level
flight phase. It is a straight flight to the A/L intercept. Once at the A/L intercept, the
approach and landing phase guides the vehicle to touch down on the runway.
Since the acquisition circle is only needed to change the vehicle's heading to point to the
tangent point on the HAC, a subset of trajectories exists where the initial vehicle
heading is in line with the HAC and no acquisition circle phase exists.
The two level flight phases and the A/L phase exercise longitudinal dynamics primarily,
while the acquisition and heading alignment phases exercise both dynamics with an
emphasis on the lateral dynamics. The vehicle has different flight characteristics
resulting from varying dynamic pressures throughout each flight phase. These
differences should be considered when selecting the weighting matrices,
W1, , W , and W, . Many options may be considered when deriving the weighting
matrices, but two methods stand out as likely choices. The first is to find weightings for
each flight point, schedule the weighting matrices, and linearly interpolate between flight
points. The second is to select separate weighting matrices for each flight phase that
are held constant throughout the phase. Abrupt changes in the weighting matrices may
create undesirable transient errors. When transients are observed, the weightings must
be blended when applied. MPC allows for some natural blending, as P weighting
matrices must be defined for the output prediction. For the weighting scheme based on
flight phases, new weighting matrices should be introduced as follows assuming equal
prediction and loop rates: Before transitioning from one flight phase to another, the
MPC sees the same weightings throughout the entire prediction. When the transition
point is within the prediction horizon of the MPC, the MPC sees the old weighting matrix
for the entire horizon except for the last prediction sample. The last prediction sample is
the new weighting matrix for the next phase. During the next iteration, the MPC sees
one fewer old matrix weighting in the prediction and one more new weighting matrix.
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The process continues until the MPC only sees the new weighting matrix. In this way
the weighting matrices are blended naturally between flight phases.
3.4 Trajectories
The trajectories generated by the guidance system are composed of the flight phases
described in 3.3. Each trajectory has approximately 180 flight points for about 3 minutes
of flight. The points during A/L are given more frequently than in the subsonic portion of
TAEM at altitudes higher than A/L. More frequent measurements are deemed desirable
during the landing portion for more accurate results. During the trajectory generation
process a vehicle energy level is fixed and the drop location is varied. The trajectories
used range in their aggressiveness from fairly benign trajectories to very aggressive
trajectories. A benign trajectory starts the vehicle in the middle of the flight envelope.
An example of a benign trajectory is one that has little to no initial crossrange offset from
the runway centerline and the initial heading value does not deviate from a heading in
line with the HAC by more than a few degrees. Aggressive trajectories have starting
points near the edges of the flight envelope. Specific definition of the flight envelope is
beyond the scope of this thesis, but suffice it to say that an aggressive trajectory is one
that meets one or more of the following conditions:
1) The initial vehicle position is far from the runway making the vehicle low on
energy and forcing it to assume an extended max glide trajectory to make it to
the A/L interface.
2) The initial position is very close to the runway and the vehicle is high on energy
requiring an extended steep glide slope and a fully open speed brake.
3) The initial heading is more than 15 degrees from the tangent line to the HAC. In
this case the vehicle has initial conditions in a hard bank.
4) The initial crossrange position is far from the runway centerline requiring an
aggressive banking maneuver.
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Fig. 13 Straight Trajectory
Fig. 13 is an example the most benign trajectory possible. The vehicle starts with a
heading and position in line with the runway's centerline. Because the heading is
aligned immediately, there is no acquisition turn phase and since the vehicle's position
has 0 crossrange, there is no heading alignment phase. The result is just one straight,
wings level flight section and the straight approach and landing phase. This trajectory is
useful in isolating the longitudinal dynamics to help weight the longitudinal states in the
weighting matrix.
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Fig. 14 Trajectory with a Single Banking Maneuver
A more complex, but still benign trajectory is the trajectory shown in Fig. 14. This
trajectory starts with a heading towards the tangent point on the HAC, so there is no
acquisition turn. It is however, offset from the runway's centerline by 20,000 feet. This
trajectory emphasizes the longitudinal dynamics during the straight flight portions and
introduces the lateral dynamics during the heading alignment phase. This trajectory is
useful when weighting the lateral states. For a complete design many trajectories
should be considered. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show two of those trajectories useful when
isolating particular dynamics.
3.5 Architecture Selection
When developing a controller, the architecture used in implementing it is important to
solving the given problem. For this reason, many architectures were evaluated for this
research and narrowed to two specific architectures described below. Both
architectures assume no disturbances exist. The purpose of this research is not
necessarily to prove that one architecture is better than another, though some
comparisons are made to show advantages and disadvantages a designer should be
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aware of when designing an MPC controller. The two architectures are used to show
that MPC can be applied in multiple ways to achieve favorable results.
3.5.1 MPC with Inner Loop SAS
Trajcto -> MPC ----
-------------------------------------------
Fig. 15 MPC Architecture with Inner Loop SAS
Fig. 15 shows the first of two architectures. It is referred to as the MPCSAS
architecture throughout the remainder of the thesis. In this architecture the MPC
controller is used as an outer loop to augment an existing inner loop stability
augmentation system. The plant used is a full nonlinear plant describing the X-34's
dynamics. The internal plant model is an LTI approximation of the actual nonlinear
plant. While a nonlinear internal plant suggests a more accurate model, the LTI system
allows for a simplified design and a state space representation. Furthermore, the
increased accuracy of a nonlinear internal plant comes at the expense of increased
computational time. The internal plant is approximated at each flight point throughout
the trajectory and then linearly interpolated between flight points over a span of no more
than 2.5 seconds of flight. The trajectory generator is given from the guidance
subsystem. Combining the frequent LTI samples and linear interpolation between flight
points, an accurate internal plant model is achieved. Since it is unlikely a perfect model
could be constructed onboard the vehicle, some deviation between the internal plant
and the actual plant in the research is advantageous because it shows favorable results
may be obtained in light of a slight plant mismatch. The MPC block in this architecture
controls the altitude, inertial speed, and crossrange trajectory states. These three
states were selected because they are slow dynamic states allowing the MPC to run at a
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slower rate than the SAS. Furthermore, these states give MPC partial information about
both longitudinal and lateral dynamics to give a more coordinated response.
The MPC block outputs flight path, heading, and speed brake commands. The only
aerosurface commanded by the MPC is the speed brake because the velocity is the only
state influencing the speed brake position. The flight path and heading commands
enter the LQR block where the nine remaining states are controlled. The inner loop
SAS is an LQR servo, however, in general, many controllers could be used for inner
loop stability. The LQR was selected to take advantage of previous research and
because LQR is similar to MPC in that they are both MIMO optimal controllers that
optimize similar cost functions. The LQR uses all twelve states to calculate gains, but
applies gains only to the nine states the LQR is responsible for controlling. By
incorporating all twelve states in the gain calculation, the LQR is able to take the
dynamics of the three outer loop states into consideration when making the gains for the
nine controlled states. The LQR multiplies the gains by the difference in the command
and current value of the states to generate aerosurface commands for the elevon,
aileron, and rudder.
Full state feedback is assumed throughout this architecture. If this assumption were not
made, a Kalman estimator would be needed to accurately estimate the missing states.
This architecture is useful because often a vehicle already has an inner loop control
system and only needs an outer loop for certain states. MPC is flexible enough to act
as just an outer loop. Since MPC is computationally intensive, the MPCSAS
architecture allows the MPC to be applied to specific states that will benefit from MPC
control and leave out states where MPC is not worth the computational effort. A
disadvantage of the MPCSAS structure is that the MPC only predicts the future outputs
of the states it is given, so this structure forces the MPC to act without full information.
However, by reserving the MPC for only states with slow dynamics, the lack of
information rarely is a problem. Finally, anticipative action is only seen in the states
controlled by the MPC.
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3.5.2 MPC without Inner Loop SAS
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Fig. 16 MPC Architecture without Inner Loop SAS
Fig. 16 exhibits the second architecture evaluated. This architecture will be referred to
as MPCALL in the future. The plant, internal plant, and trajectory generator are the
same in both architectures. MPCALL is unique because it does not have any type of
inner loop. Full state feedback is assumed with all twelve states inputted into the MPC
controller. The MPC then controls all twelve states and generates all four aerosurface
commands for the plant.
This architecture may be used when the vehicle does not have any portion of the control
system developed. One advantage with the MPCALL architecture is that MPC has
knowledge of all of the states, so it can develop a fully coordinated optimal solution. In
addition, some anticipative action may be observed in all of the states. MPCALL
comes with disadvantages as well as benefits. This architecture has fast and slow
dynamics included, so the MPC must be run at a higher rate than seen with the outer
loop of the MPCSAS architecture. This increased rate combined with the added states
makes this architecture very computationally intensive. A bittersweet feature of
MPCALL is that the controller design is simplified in one sense and more complex in
another. It is a simpler design because no inner loop needs to be designed and
integration issues between inner and outer loops is nonexistent. It is more complex,
however, because the designer must now develop a weighting matrix for all of the
states. A careful weighting design is required because the entire controller relies on the
single loop. With the MPCSAS architecture, the inner loop has most of the states,
making accurate weightings in the MPC less critical.
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3.6 Trajectory Linearization
In section 3.5 it is stated that the plant used is a full nonlinear plant representing the X-
34's dynamics, but the internal plant is an LTI state space model. It is necessary to
explain the linearization process used to make the transformation. The derivation starts
from the nonlinear plant. The vehicle dynamics are described by nonlinear equations of
motion derived in [Ref. 1] and represented as a function of the states and control inputs
below
x = F(x, u) (49)
The states and the control may be expressed as the sum of their nominal values and an
incremental deviation from the nominal condition. The notation x0 and u0 is used to
represent the nominal condition for the vehicle states and control.
x(t)=x 0 +x(t) -> x(t)=x(t)-x 0  (50)
u(t)=uo + u&t) => Su(t)=u(t)-u 0
Combining the above equations gives the following result:
x =F [x0 + x(t )),(u 0 + u t ))] (51)
x may now be described by an expanded Taylor series centered on the nominal values.
A total of n functions with n states and w control inputs are needed in the expansion.
For generality, the ith function is shown below.
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function with respect to the jth
state evaluated at the nominal conditions.
It is assumed that the deviations x, are small, making higher order terms very small
and, therefore, negligible. The Taylor series expression may now be written in a more
compact matrix form below to include all n functions:
x =f(x 0 ,u0
-of, af
ax2  axn
x 2  xn
~fflaf,,I
ax2 ax,,
af af
() +9 1)+-a x + a
f
au
are constant matrices evaluated at specific points x0 and uo and called the Jacobian
matrices. f(xo,u ) is a vector of the nonlinear equations evaluated at the nominal
condition and may be written as x0 since it is just a specific evaluation of equation (49).
In many derivations of a linearized model as in [Ref. 15], x0 and uo are defined as
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equilibrium points such that xO = 0. This is valid for linearizing about a flight point in
simpler models. MPC requires a model linearized about the trajectory over the
prediction horizon. The nominal condition may not be defined as x0 = 0 because the
states selected for this research include velocity and position states prohibiting such a
simplification. x0 = 0 means that at the nominal conditions, the derivative of the states
is constant. It is possible for a nonzero velocity to be constant allowing V = 0, but it is
impossible to have a constant nonzero velocity and a constant position at the same
time. An aerospace vehicle often has a high velocity causing a significant change in
position in as little as a few seconds of time, so the x0 may not be neglected. For the
research conducted, it is assumed that the vehicle's velocity terms are constant over the
prediction horizon making the higher order derivatives 0. This is a valid assumption for
flight segments without rapid, aggressive maneuvers.
To further simplify the notation, let A and B represent the Jacobians for the states and
control inputs respectively giving:
x = x0 + Ax + Bu (55)
dx and d may be rewritten as a difference and the A and B matrices may be distributed
0 0
x = x0 + A(x-xo+B(u-u 0 ) x = x, + Ax - AxO + Bu - Buo (56)
Because the nominal state and control vectors are specified, it is useful to collect the
constant terms in a single vector ho.
ho = xo- AxO - Buo (57)
Finally to include the constant terms and to maintain a state space formulation it is
necessary to augment the plant matrices as shown in equation (58).
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xn, and x,, are now of size 2n x 1. An, is of size 2n x 2n and BW , is of size 2n x w.
Only one augmentation is necessary because the higher order terms are assumed
constant over the prediction horizon. The internal model without the augmentation is
incorrect and results in a poor representation of the actual plant. It follows that the
predictions of such a model are incorrect. To better illustrate this fact, Fig. 17 shows the
propagated altitude reference and the predicted future outputs with and without the plant
augmentation for the vehicle at flight point 140 of the single bank trajectory. Flight point
140 is selected as it is representative of a typical flight point in a wings level state. The
flight point is before the banking maneuver at an altitude of 24,000 feet and about 67
seconds into the 3-minute flight. This flight point is used in examples throughout the
remainder of the thesis starting with the next chapter. A 3-second prediction is shown.
For longer horizons, the curve representing the plant without the augmentation diverges
significantly from the actual altitude profile. The prediction with the augmentation is a
very close approximation to the actual reference giving an accurate linearization about
the trajectory.
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Fig. 17 Altitude Prediction With and Without Plant Augmentation
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Chapter 4
MPC Design Guidelines
Model Predictive Control has many design variables that must be chosen. These
parameters include: prediction and control horizons, appropriate inner and outer loop
rates, and relative state and control weightings. Selecting these parameters is
nontrivial. At this stage, the controller design becomes more of an art than a science.
No one has yet defined equations to directly calculate these values, and little work has
been done to develop rules for selecting them. The goal of the next two chapters is to
provide some insight to properly selecting the above parameters. Guidelines,
procedures, and suggestions are provided to aid MPC designers to select the
parameters in a methodical manner. Many of the parameters are mapped to classical
control properties.
It is now helpful to make a temporary digression from the full MPC design to a simplified
example. This example is valuable for defining some design criteria and guidelines to
help properly design an MPC controller. Only the longitudinal dynamics are considered
for a simplified design. For this example, a benign trajectory is selected and a state
space LTI model is calculated for all twelve states at each flight point. The state vector
is reduced to only four longitudinal states and extracted from the newly created state
space model. The reduced state vector is defined as
x =a ( 59 )
V is velocity, a is the angle of attack, Q is the pitch rate, and 0 is pitch angle. a and 0
are used instead of a and y.
During the linearization process, the x0 = 0 approximation is made causing the plant
augmentation step discussed in section 3.6 to be unnecessary. It is reasonable to
assume that none of these states change significantly over the prediction horizon
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because the prediction horizon is typically on the order of a few seconds. The system
being solved reduces to
x = Ax+Bou (60)
The linearized four state model is used for the actual plant and for the internal plant
during simulation to eliminate any error from a plant model mismatch. The system
architecture is modeled after the MPCALL architecture shown in Fig. 16 except 0 is the
only state controlled by the MPC, leaving the remaining states uncontrolled. The elevon
is subsequently the only control input as the remaining aerosurfaces do not significantly
influence the 0 profile. By having one state and one control input, the weighting
matrices for the states, control, and change in control are reduced to scalar values.
For this example, the single bank trajectory shown in Fig. 14 has been selected because
it is a typical, benign trajectory. The trajectory has lateral dynamics included in the
banking portion of flight, however, throughout this example only the longitudinal
dynamics are extracted. It is important to note, that there is some coupling between the
longitudinal and lateral dynamics that will be seen in the following subsections. An
example of the coupling is the evident correlated pitch command during a banking
maneuver. It is well known that when an aerospace vehicle such as the X-34 banks, the
nose of the vehicle drops naturally unless there is an added pitch command to keep the
nose up.
4.1 Prediction Horizon Guidelines
The prediction horizon is an important parameter to select correctly because it
represents the length of time the MPC will predict into the future. If the prediction
horizon is too small, MPC will not have adequate knowledge of the plant and the
response will not track the command well or may go unstable. If the prediction horizon
is too long, the computational time becomes too great. For the full simulation where the
internal linear plant approximates the actual nonlinear plant, it is found that as the
prediction horizon gets longer, the linear model loses validity resulting in poor
performance. For the longitudinal example, the internal and actual plants are identical,
so the only penalty of a long prediction horizon is computational effort.
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Selecting the prediction horizon is independent of the weighting matrices and not
significantly influenced by the other parameters. The procedure developed to determine
the appropriate prediction horizon uses this independence and makes the P horizon a
parameter that should be found first. This procedure is not the only way to find the
prediction horizon, but it is one that has been found to work effectively. It is applied to
this specific example and then it is summarized at the end of this section.
From the previous chapter, flight point 140 was selected as a typical flight point in the
single bank trajectory. This flight point is used for this example as well. The continuous
LTI model is described by the state space model in (61).
-0.223 -0.1596 0 -24.0882 -0.1234
-0.0079 -0.5927 57.2958 0.4898 -0.2106
A= B=
-0.0001 0.0081 0 0 -0.0700
00 1 0 0
(61)
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
C= D =
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 _ _0J
The matrices A, B, C, and D are then converted to the discrete form and used to
formulate the prediction matrices Sx, Su, Su1 etc. described in the unconstrained closed
form solution section. Next, the weights on u and Au are set to 0.5 and 1.0,
respectively. Since the P horizon is independent of u and Au, it is not important what
they are fixed to, just that they are fixed values. A target bandwidth is selected next
corresponding to the desired level of performance required of the closed loop system.
For this example, a bandwidth of 1.0 rad/s is selected. This bandwidth is reasonable for
such a vehicle in subsonic TAEM and may be increased for a faster response. A range
of possible P horizons is selected for evaluation. The selected horizon ranges from 0.1
seconds to 7 seconds in 0.1-second increments. A 0.1-second horizon is very short for
most systems. Likewise, 7 seconds is very long. The best horizon from this range is
selected using an iterative process.
A single input single output (SISO) closed loop transfer function is created from the 0
reference value to the final 0 output. The closed loop system is shown in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 18 Longitudinal Example Architecture
The MPC controller for the unconstrained system has a closed form solution. The
mathematical background section calculates the control directly from the prediction
matrices, reference signals, current state vector, and previous control vector.
Alternatively, the new control value could be described as a single gain matrix multiplied
by an error signal, making it a linear system. The same linearized state space plant
used as the internal model is also used as the actual plant in the above figure. The
plant is representative of the current flight point being evaluated. It is assumed that the
plant and the 0 input reference value are constant throughout the prediction horizon.
Because the closed loop system shown in Fig. 18 only has linear components, the
desired transfer function may be calculated analytically. The transfer function can also
be found by assembling the diagram as a Simulink model and calling the Matlab
function "dlinmod.m". A Bode plot of the newly derived transfer function is created. The
system bandwidth is found as the frequency where the magnitude crosses the -3 db
level. Next, the Matlab search function "FMINBD.m" varies the 0 state weighting until
the system achieves the desired bandwidth. The 0 weighting is stored, and the
procedure is repeated for each P horizon in the selected range.
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Fig. 19 Theta State Weighting for Various P Horizons and Flight Points
Fig. 19 shows a plot of the 0 weights that gives the closed loop MPC system a
bandwidth of 1.0 rad/s as a function of the prediction horizon. The optimizer converges
to a 0 weighting for every P horizon tested. In addition, when the weights change very
little from one horizon to another, the set of weights as a whole is said to converge to a
solution. Flight points 107 and 75 have been added and are shown in the figure. The
flight points 107 and 75 were selected because they are typical flight points in the
trajectory but have different dynamic pressures than flight point 140. Flight point 107 is
100 seconds into the flight at about 15,600 feet above the ground. It represents the
vehicle in a banked state at about 29 degrees of bank in flight phase 3. Flight point 75
is farther down the trajectory at 140 seconds into the flight with an altitude of 6,300 feet.
Flight point 75 is in the approach and landing flight phase. The three flight points are
shown to demonstrate that not every flight point converges to the final weighting at
exactly the same P horizon, so all flight points must be evaluated. The flight point
requiring the longest P horizon is the flight point that dictates the appropriate horizon
length. It is not important or expected that the state weights be the same value between
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flight points because different flight points have different dynamics. It is, however,
necessary and sufficient that the state weighting converges for a single flight point.
Obtaining the correct 0 weighting is critical because there is a direct correlation between
the state weighting and the control gains that are applied to generate the optimal
control. Fig. 20 shows the gain contribution from the Kr and Ku gain matrices applied to
obtain the optimal control as a function of horizon length. In the same way that the
weightings converged to a final solution as the horizon is lengthened, the gains
converge to their optimal values at the same horizon length. From Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 a
prediction horizon of 4 seconds is selected.
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Fig. 20 Control Gains for Various P Horizons and Flight Points
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Fig. 21 Altitude and Dynamic Pressure Flight Profiles
Graphing the altitude and dynamic pressure in Fig. 21 provides a greater description of
the selected flight points. The figures also show that for a given target bandwidth, a
higher dynamic pressure contributes to a slightly faster convergence allowing for a
shorter P horizon as seen in Fig. 19. The flight points with the lowest dynamic
pressures should be examined when making a final P horizon selection. However, since
the flight point 140 has a very different dynamic pressure than flight points 107 and 75
but similar P horizon lengths, it is noted that the dynamic pressure only makes a small
contribution to the P horizon selection.
Finally, Fig. 19 and Fig. 21 suggest a correlation between the dynamic pressure and the
optimal weighting for a given target bandwidth. Flight points 107 and 75 have similar
dynamic pressures and converge to similar state weightings. Flight point 140 has a
lower dynamic pressure, but converges to a higher state weighting in order to achieve
the 1.0 rad/s target bandwidth. The effect of changing dynamic pressure is to change
the plant dynamics, which then require a different weight. The convergence to a
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particular weighting between flight points is not needed when selecting the P horizon,
but it provides insight to the weighting strategy discussed in the weighting matrix
section.
Before advancing to the next section a final argument is made for selecting 4 seconds
for the prediction horizon.
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Fig. 22 Bode Plot for Flight Point 140 with P horizon = 1.4 sec
Fig. 22 shows a Bode plot of flight point 140 for the closed loop system from Fig. 18 with
a prediction horizon of 1.4 seconds and the associated 0 weighting of approximately 73.
A P horizon of 1.4 seconds is too short for this system. The low frequency magnitude
has drifted significantly from a desired system gain of 1 (0 db).
Fig. 23 also shows a Bode plot of flight point 140 for the same closed loop system, but
with a prediction horizon of 4 seconds and 0 weighting of 215. The low frequency
magnitude is very close to the desired system gain of 1 (0 db). The curves are
smoother and more consistent. Plotting the Bode plots for increasing P horizon show
the low frequency system magnitude approaches 1 (0 db). A 4-second horizon allows
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the internal plant to see a greater segment of the actual plant's dynamics than a 1.4-
second horizon. This in turn generates a higher 0 weighting, producing a higher
feedback gain.
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Fig. 23 Bode Plot for Flight Point 140 with P horizon = 4 sec
It is useful to evaluate additional flight points. Fig. 24 shows a prediction horizon of 1.4
seconds for flight points 107 and 75 with derived optimal 0 weightings of 51.6 and 42,
respectively. Both flight points have nonzero db magnitudes at low frequencies. Finally,
with a 4 second prediction horizon, the weightings for flight points 107 and 75 are 220.9
and 226, respectively. The 4-second P horizon allows the target bandwidth to be
achieved as shown in Fig. 25.
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The P horizon selection algorithm is summarized as follows:
1. Start with a linearized continuous state space model.
2. Convert to a discrete model and use the new model to calculate the prediction
matrices for the unconstrained closed form solution according to the
mathematical derivation in section 2.1.3.2.
3. Assign fixed values to the u and Au weighting matrices.
4. Define a desired bandwidth that equates to the required performance.
5. Use a search program that changes the state weighting value until the closed
loop MPC controller achieves the desired bandwidth.
6. Loop through steps 2 through 5 for various P horizons.
7. Plot the state weightings and select a prediction horizon corresponding to the
point when the weightings converge sufficiently.
4.2 Guidelines for Simulation Rates
The MPC, X-34 simulation has 4 significant rates: the prediction rate, inner loop rate,
outer loop rate, and the simulation rate. The prediction rate is the frequency at which
the MPC controller predicts the future output within the prediction horizon. The
prediction rate is the time step used in solving the discrete differential equation routine,
x(k + 1) = Ax(k)+ Bu(k). The inner and outer loop rates are the rates determining how
frequently the inner and outer loop controllers generate new input commands for the
plant. The longitudinal example has the structure of MPCALL where no inner loop
exists, so only one loop or controller rate exists. The simulation rate is the rate at which
the overall simulation is computed. This is to say the rate that the plant is updated and
generates state values that are fed back to the controller. If the controller rate is slower
than the simulation rate, the controller ignores the intermediate data. When the
controller rate is equal to the simulation rate, all of the updated outputs are used.
The X-34 is a dynamically unstable vehicle on entry requiring high prediction, simulation,
and loop rates to force stability. The high rates come at the cost of increased
computational time. Selecting the rates is a trade off between performance and
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calculation time. A simulation rate of 50 Hz and a loop rate of 10 Hz are found to yield
an adequate balance between performance capability and computational time.
The prediction rate is closely related to the horizon length. While the horizon length is a
function of the slow dynamics, the prediction rate is a function of the fast dynamics. A
high prediction rate will capture the fast and slow dynamics, but a low rate will only
capture the slow dynamics. For instance, a change in altitude is accomplished gradually
and can be captured with a prediction rate as low as 2 Hz. A state representing faster
dynamics, such as 0, may experience step commands requiring a quick response. A
faster response stipulates a high prediction rate.
The prediction rate is found after the prediction horizon length is determined and is
limited by acceptable computational time.
HorizonLength = # of Prediction (62)
At
As the time between predictions decreases for a given horizon length, the number of
predictions required grows quickly corresponding to increased simulation run time.
Base functions can help to reduce the system complexity allowing for a faster prediction
rate, but the base functions should not be depended on to make drastic reductions in
simulation time. A prediction rate of 10 Hz is subsequently selected necessitating 40
predictions each time the MPC algorithm is called.
The prediction rate and loop rate must be determined prior to proceeding to the
weighting matrices because the weighting matrices are dependent on the chosen rates.
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Fig. 26 State Weighting Variation With Simulation Rates
Fig. 26 plots the optimal state weightings for 0 to achieve a target bandwidth for a given
flight point. A significant variation in derived weightings is observed as the loop and
prediction rates change. The weightings change more significantly by changing the
predication rate, than by changing the loop rate.
The system control gains decrease with increasing prediction frequency causing the
state weightings to increase to maintain the same level of performance. Should the
prediction and loop rates be changed after selecting the weighting matrices, the system
response may change significantly.
The increase in the optimal state weighting to maintain a desired bandwidth is a natural
occurrence when the prediction rate is increased. The control in the unconstrained case
is calculated using a closed form solution and reduces to a product of a gain matrix
times the difference between the reference and feedback. The individual gains for each
prediction must decrease when the frequency is increased because the gain matrix is
calculated from the A, B, and C, matrices. Since the prediction rate is increased, the A
and B matrices are more finely discretized, making their individual elements smaller.
The error is assumed to be nearly constant over the prediction horizon for all prediction
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rates considered. Each gain/error product now has a reduced value. MPC calculates
optimal control values over the entire prediction horizon, but only applies the control at
the first time step and recalculates a new complete set of control commands on the next
iteration. Increasing the prediction rate, then decreases the applied control value. To
increase the control to its value prior to increasing the prediction rate then requires an
increased state weighting.
4.3 Guidelines for MPC Weighting Matrices
Once the prediction horizon and simulation rates have been determined, it is useful to
find an appropriate profile for the weighting values in the trajectory. The procedure for
finding the weighting values is similar to the procedure used for finding the prediction
horizon. The most significant difference is the number of flight points used to find the
weighting values. In the P horizon algorithm a single flight point is used primarily and
there is a loop for changing P horizon lengths. In the weighting determination, a single
prediction horizon length is selected and a loop is used for changing the flight points.
For the state weighting matrix, start with the linearized model for a selected flight point in
the trajectory, convert to a discrete model, and calculate the prediction matrices for the
flight point using the P horizon of 4 seconds already found. The values for u and Au
remain 0.5 and 1.0 as they were when finding the horizon. Next, a desired bandwidth is
selected. One could set it at a single value as it was previously. However, since the
entire trajectory is considered, it makes sense to lightly correlate the bandwidth with the
dynamic pressure. The bandwidth and the dynamic pressure should be proportional.
This coupling is introduced to help reduce the variation in the state weighting between
flight points. Achieving a high bandwidth typically requires a higher state weighting, but
a higher dynamic pressure allows for lower state weightings because the vehicle has a
quicker response and more control authority. The proper relationship used between the
bandwidth and the dynamic pressure is found through iteration. For this example,
equation (63) relates the desired bandwidth to the dynamic pressure at the ith flight
point.
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BW, = 0.8+q,* 0.001 (63)
This relationship grants a high bandwidth for higher dynamic pressures and a low
bandwidth for lower dynamic pressures, effectively reducing the variation in state
weighting values throughout the flight. The bandwidth varies no more than 0.2 rad/s
between the minimum and maximum bandwidths, preventing drastic changes in the
desired performance. The same 0 state weighting search is done using the closed loop
Simulink model of Fig. 18 as described in the P horizon selection procedure. The
weighting is stored and the procedure is repeated for each flight point.
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Fig. 27 State Weighting Profile
Fig. 27 shows the resulting state weighting flight profile for a section of flight where the
asterisks represent the theta weighting values at the specific flight points. Starting from
the left side of the graph, the first arrowed section corresponds to increasing weighting
values caused partly by a decreasing dynamic pressure profile. This concept was seen
in Fig. 19 and Fig. 21 in the previous section. The 3 flight points near 40 seconds of
flight are slight inconsistencies in the optimal weightings possibly caused by step
changes in commanded pitch rates. The second arrowed section of flight represents a
steep increase in dynamic pressure and a subsequent decreasing weighting value. The
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numbers and vertical lines designate the different flight phases for the trajectory. Phase
2 represents the level flight prior to the heading alignment phase. The step change in
the optimal weightings of phase 3 corresponds to the banking portion of the trajectory.
It is here that the longitudinal and lateral dynamic coupling is observed. The vehicle is
banking and the vehicle's nose naturally drops. To counteract the dropping nose, an
increased pitch command is required, corresponding to heightened 0 weights. Section 4
is the post heading alignment section of level flight and section 5 is the approach and
landing portion. The clear segmentation in Fig. 27 suggests that either the state
weighting values should be scheduled with a look up table or more simply assigned
constant weighting values for each flight phase. Single values for each flight phase lead
to fewer weighting transitions in flight. Furthermore, experience shows that having exact
optimal weightings at all times is not necessary for acceptable performance.
Once an initial weighting profile is found such as the one in Fig. 27, the u weight and
desired bandwidth may be changed to help fine tune the system. It is not necessary in
this example to change the Au weighting as there are only three weightings in total and
the weighting values in the cost function are relative, leaving only two degrees of
freedom. Therefore, any fine-tuning in this example is confined to changing u and the
desired bandwidth.
The 0 state weighting algorithm is summarized as follows:
1. Start with a linearized state space model for a flight point.
2. Convert to a discrete model and use the new model to calculate the prediction
matrices for the unconstrained closed form solution according to the
mathematical derivation in section 2.1.3.2.
3. Assign fixed values to the u and Au weighting matrices.
4. Define a desired bandwidth that equates to the required performance.
5. Use a search program that changes the state weighting value until the closed
loop MPC controller achieves the desired bandwidth.
6. Loop through steps 2 through 5 for various flight points.
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4.4 Base Function Guidelines
With the prediction horizon, simulation rates, and the weighting matrices chosen, base
functions may be applied. Base function selection is less important than finding the P
horizon and weighting matrices and in practice is no more than a selection of how best
to employ the JAI matrix introduced in section 2.1.3.1. The P horizon and weighting
matrix selection must be done correctly to achieve the required performance. In
addition, poor selection of P and the weighting matrices may lead to instabilities or
steady state errors. The weighting matrices, in particular, have far more design choices
and combinations than the base functions. The different combinations may lead to a
wide variation in performance, so proper selection of the weighting matrices is more
complicated. Poor selection of the base functions, on the other hand, is rare and can be
easily avoided in the design process by using the maximum degrees of freedom for the
control. Changing the number or type of base functions should have little effect on the
system performance and thus should only be used to reduce computational complexity.
Base functions provide some benefit in the unconstrained problem, but it is limited
because a closed form solution is used. The savings in time are realized when
calculating inverses of the reduced matrices. In addition, a few matrix operations are
saved when JA is being multiplied. A greater computational savings is seen when base
functions are applied to a constrained simulation. The constrained simulation uses the
optimizer to search for the minimum cost. By using base functions, the number of free
variables is reduced, allowing the optimizer to converge to a value more quickly.
To select the appropriate number of base functions, a comparison is made between the
absolute cost using the base functions and the absolute cost without the base functions.
Flight point 140 will be used in this example. For each flight point, start with the
continuous linearized state space model. The A, B, C, and D matrices are converted to
discrete and used to find the prediction matrices for a prediction horizon of 4 seconds.
The weighting matrices do not change from those selected in 4.3. A 0 error of 1 degree
is introduced to the system equating to a 1 degree difference in the 0 reference and the
current 0 state value. The target control and current control values are held error free.
Next, the optimal z is calculated from the closed form solution. The cost function is
described by equations (26), (28), and (30). It is assembled and written below with the
disturbance terms omitted.
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J = ,Pu(k - 1) + KJig -E WII IPu(k - 1) + KJul- r)
Al A J AI . (64)
+[Sx+S ,u(k -1)+S,_Au -' 1 W,[Six+S ,u(k -1)+SAu u-]
A loop is used to calculate the cost while varying the number of base functions from 1 to
P. A P horizon of 4 seconds is used at a prediction rate of 10 Hz so 40 predictions are
made. The first 5 base functions used are described in Fig. 6 with the pattern
continuing for subsequent base functions. The base functions are applied by changing
the JA matrix from a 40 x 1 vector for one base function to a 40 x 40 matrix for 40 base
functions as shown in (65).
S1 0 0 0 --- 0
1 1 .5 .333 .026
1 1 1 1 .666 .051
JA = I for I base function JA/ 1 1 1 1 .077 for 40 base functions (65)
1 111 1 - .103
1_ _1 1 1 1 ---
The cost values for each number of base functions are compared to the cost when
using J., = J, the equivalent of not using base functions.
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Fig. 28 Base Function Cost for 1-Degree 0 Reference Error
When the maximum degrees of freedom are available for solving the cost function, the
minimum cost is obtained. The curve in Fig. 28 represents the cost for various base
functions ranging from 2 to 40 functions. The cost for only 1 base function was so high
it could not be placed on the plot. Only using 1 base function over constrains the
problem and should not be considered an option. The following metric is used to
normalize the error with using base functions to help the designer determine the
appropriate number of base functions.
(66)% Cost Error = YB ' )* 10 0
JI
where JB is the cost associated with a specific number of base functions and J, is the
cost when base functions are not used.
Tab. 5 displays the error for using a variety of base functions.
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Number of Base Functions % Cost Error
2 21.66
5 14.87
10 2.88
15 0.35
20 0.03
30 0.01
40 0
Tab. 5 Base Function Errors
15 base functions are selected. It is conservative because little performance loss would
likely be seen with as few as 10 base functions. For a thorough selection, the cost and
errors should be calculated for all flight points in the trajectory.
Note that there is no error when 40 base functions are used. While JA used as an
identity and JA used as P base functions are two different matrices, the cost is
mathematically equivalent because they are both basis matrices with P degrees of
freedom.
The base function selection algorithm is summarized as follows:
1. Start with a linearized state space model for a flight point.
2. Convert to a discrete model and use the new model to calculate the prediction
matrices for the unconstrained closed form solution according to the
mathematical derivation in section 2.1.3.2.
3. Assign fixed values to the state, u, and Au weighting matrices.
4. Introduce an error between the state reference and current value.
5. Calculate the optimal solution z and the associated cost.
6. Loop through steps 2 through 5 for various JeA configurations.
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7. Calculate the percent error related to using each number of base functions.
4.5 System Results
The general design of the simplified longitudinal example is complete. It is now
necessary to evaluate the controller's performance and stability. First, it is shown how
the system at flight point 140 responded to a 1-degree step change in the reference
theta command at 5 seconds. Fig. 29 shows how the system responded to the step
change with a prediction horizon of 4 seconds and a target bandwidth of 1.5 rad/sec.
The target bandwidth was changed slightly to achieve a faster and more accurate
response while fine-tuning the system. The optimal state weightings also changed, but
followed directly from the bandwidth change as dictated by the procedure in section 4.3.
This is the only design choice to change from the design described in the previous
sections. The system is still operating with a simulation rate of 10 Hz, using 15 base
functions, and has u and Au weightings of 0.5 and 1.0.
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Fig. 29 System Response to a 0 Step Input
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The solid line is the command and the dashed line is the response. The system begins
responding at a time of 1 second when it first sees the step change at the end of its 4-
second prediction horizon. The movement at 1 second is subtle and then becomes
more aggressive as more of the step input is seen in the prediction horizon. In addition,
because the controller knows the plant dynamics, MPC knows how quickly the system
can respond to the new value, and thus, knows the appropriate time to move more
aggressively. From Fig. 29 it can be seen that the system is nonminimum phase by its
initial dip in the negative direction.
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Fig. 30 System Tracking Error to a 0 Step Input
The above error plot shows MPC's anticipative behavior and the acceptance of error
before the command to reduce the peak error. The proactive movement is especially
advantageous for reducing the peak errors for nonminimum phase dynamics. Without
the anticipation, the controller would have to respond after receiving the command. The
nonminimum phase nature would then push the response in the negative direction
giving an absolute peak error greater than unity at the beginning of the maneuver.
Using the anticipation to its advantage, the MPC accepts some error prior to the step
and keeps the peak error to about 0.5 degrees.
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Fig. 31 System Response to a Theta Doublet
Fig. 31 shows the response when a commanded doublet is input to the system. The
anticipation and the nonminimum phase performance can be seen in the doublet as with
the step input. The nonminimum phase undershoots and final overshoots are
proportional to the severity of the instantaneous command change and are a function of
the bandwidth. The overshoot deviations at 15 and 30 seconds are 3 and 2 times the
deviations seen at 5 seconds.
In addition to responding well to changes in the reference, the MPC successfully
stabilized the unstable plant. The continuous plant poles and the closed loop poles are
plotted in Fig. 32. The closed loop system has an additional pole caused by a unit delay
block in the MPC block of the closed loop Simulink diagram. A unit delay is needed to
obtain the previous control value u(k - 1) . The previous control is required to solve the
cost function for the optimal Au .
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Fig. 32 Plant and Closed Loop Pole Location for Flight Point 140
Fig. 33 shows the closed loop pole locations for the entire trajectory. For every flight
point, the MPC stabilizes the plant forcing all of the poles into the left hand plane. It also
shows the distinct general locations of the short period and remaining poles.
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Fig. 33 Closed Loop Pole Location for the Full Trajectory
It is expected that for varying dynamics and a desired bandwidth relating to changing
dynamic pressure that the closed loop poles will move through various locations in the
left hand plane. Fig. 34 shows a zoomed in view of the closed loop short period poles
for the full trajectory. Not only do the poles move significantly, but also there are slight
discontinuities in the pole locations throughout the flight. The discontinuities arise from
the minimizing nature of the cost function. The poles are placed for each flight point
wherever the cost is minimized without regard to the previous pole location. For most
points, the pole location follows a trend from one point to another. However,
discontinuities may appear when the dynamics change between flight points and when
the weightings change between flight phases.
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Fig. 34 Short Period Pole Location for Full Trajectory
Fig. 35 shows a further zoomed view of the short period pole location for a 30-flight point
segment of the trajectory ending at flight point 140. It shows a consistent trend in the
pole location for this flight segment. The pole location for this section of flight starts with
the point closest to the origin and gradually moves radially away from the origin.
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Fig. 35 Short Period Pole Location for 30 Flight Points
It is also desirable to find the gain and phase margin associated with the closed loop
system for flight point 140. The loop is first broken at the plant input to get the open
loop transfer function (Fig. 36). The Matlab command "MARGIN.m" is then used to find
the gain and phase margins and the frequencies when the magnitude is 0 db and the
phase is + or - 180 degrees.
output input
MPC Controller
V, a, Q, 8
Fig. 36 Longitudinal Example Architecture Open Loop
The gain margin is found to be 0.19 (14.42 db) at a frequency of 0.49 rad/sec. The
phase margin is 48.61 degrees at a frequency of 2.24 rad/sec. These margins may be
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verified in many ways. The Nyquist method is presented first, followed by directly
applying the gain and phase margin to the system to bring the system poles to the verge
of instability.
A Nyquist plot is
origin in Fig. 38.
shown in Fig. 37 for the open loop system and shown zoomed in on the
Nyquist Diagram
(e)
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Real Axis
Fig. 37 Nyquist Plot of Open Loop System
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Fig. 38 Zoomed Nyquist Plot of Open Loop System
A circle of radius 1 is shown as a dotted circle. From the Nyquist plot the gain and
phase margins can be verified. The plot crosses the real axis at -5.29. The gain
margin is then 1/-5.29 or 0.19 (14.42 db) as stated above. Furthermore, the plot
intersects the unit circle at approximately (-0.66, 0.75i) giving a phase margin of about
48.59 degrees.
The gain and phase margins are now input as shown by Fig. 39 into the model where
the loop was broken. The gain is applied by multiplying by a simple gain block. The
phase is applied through a second order Pad6 approximation of the time delay. A Pade
approximation does not change the system's gain, but does impose a time delay. The
second order Pad6 approximation loses validity quickly beyond frequencies of 10
rad/sec. Because the phase margin is found at 2.24 rad/sec, the second order Pad6 is
sufficiently accurate [Ref. 16]. The second order Pad6 is described in the Laplace
domain by:
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e-n = I PI(S P2 t2( 67 )
1+ p, (rs)+ p 2 (s) 2
where T is the time delay found through the relationship
i DA = 1Or (68)
DA is the phase margin and co, is the frequency where the phase margin is found.
rinM in 
MPC Controller - D
Phas MarginPln
Fig. 39 Longitudinal Example Architecture With Gain or Phase Margin
When the gain or phase margin is introduced to the system, at least one pole is forced
to the imaginary axis as that is the threshold for stability. Any increase in the gain or
phase margin past that point would then drive the system unstable. The first graph in
Fig. 40 plots the closed loop poles and the closed loop poles with the gain margin
applied. The second graph plots the closed loop poles and the closed loop poles with
the phase margin applied using the Pade approximation. The Pade introduces two
additional fast poles to the system. In both plots the closed loop complex conjugate pair
of poles at (-1.26 +-1.09i) are forced to the imaginary axis.
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Fig. 40 Closed Loop Pole Location with Gain or Phase Margin Applied
This section concludes with a graph showing the gain and phase margins for the flight
points for the trajectory. Some step changes are seen at the same places as seen in
the optimal state weightings, however, the margins are never less than 10 db and 44
degrees.
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Fig. 41 Gain and Phase Margins for Various Flight Points
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Chapter 5
MPC Application to the X-34
The longitudinal example aids in designing the full simulation in two ways. First, it
provides procedures a designer may use to select the prediction horizon length,
simulation rates, state and control weightings, and the appropriate number of base
functions. These procedures have been found to work for the longitudinal case
considered, but are not guaranteed to work for every system. The concepts discussed
may be applied to other systems, but some variations may be in order. For example,
when obtaining the prediction horizon, the longitudinal case defined a target bandwidth
and searched for a 0 weighting that would give the desired bandwidth. The system then
looped through the P horizon lengths until the weightings converged. The designer may
find that bandwidth is not the appropriate parameter to optimize to in every situation.
For some applications it may be better to define desirable sections in the left hand plane
for the closed loop poles to be placed and then search for the Wy matrix weighting that
achieves this goal. The procedures presented merely provide one avenue a designer
may pursue when selecting the various parameters.
The second function the longitudinal example performs is to give some insight to
expected values for the design parameters. For example, the longitudinal example
showed converging weighting values between 3 and 4 seconds for the P horizon. One
would expect the full 12 state MPCALL simulation to require a horizon length of the
same order. The weighting values for the full simulation, however, may vary quite
significantly from the example as all of the states are controlled and all 4 control
surfaces are used.
Because the longitudinal example lacks a SAS, it follows the architecture of MPCALL.
The following sections apply the design criteria from the longitudinal example to the
MPCALL architecture. The design criteria may be applied to the MPCSAS
architecture as well, but it is not discussed here for brevity.
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5.1 Prediction Horizon Selection
The prediction horizon for the MPCALL simulation is selected to be 3 seconds. This
value is taken from knowledge of the longitudinal example and from analyzing multiple
runs using the full nonlinear plant dynamics. The P horizon must be long enough to
capture both slow and fast dynamics of the system. The longitudinal example has a
plant with dynamics from the states V, ax, Q, and 0. The states from the longitudinal
example are representative of both fast and slow dynamics. Fig. 19 shows a
convergence of the fast dynamics at about 1.5 seconds. It also shows a convergence in
the slow dynamics between 3 and 4 seconds. The slow dynamics of the longitudinal
channel are on the same order as the slow dynamics of the lateral channel so, it is
reasonable to conclude that the slow lateral dynamics are captured in the 3 second P
horizon. The following figures provide additional support for the selection of 3 seconds
for the P horizon.
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Fig. 42 MPCALL Altitude Error Plots for Varying P Horizons
Fig. 42 shows three plots of the error from tracking the altitude for the single bank
trajectory. The figures do not show the full trajectory. Instead, they are zoomed in on a
portion of flight just before the bank, including the bank, and continuing to the approach
and landing phase where the final errors are corrected. The three plots differ only by
the length of the prediction horizon. The three prediction horizons selected are 2, 3, and
4 seconds. The damped oscillation in the plot for 2 seconds shows that the horizon
length is too short. The plots for the 3 and 4 second horizons show sufficient
information is obtained as the error induced from the bank converges to an error of less
than 7 feet, which is left to be eliminated in the remaining portion of the A/L flight phase.
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While too short of a P horizon leads to poor performance, it is also undesirable to select
a P horizon longer than necessary. The computation time to arrive at the optimal control
values increases with increasing P horizon length because the matrices quickly grow in
size. The internal plant model uses a linearized approximation of the actual plant. In
section 3.6 the linearization process is discussed and it is assumed that x0 is constant
over the horizon. As the length of the horizon increases, the constant x0 assumption
loses validity. Fig. 43 shows the same portion of flight as Fig. 42, but for the tracking of
bank angle. During the immediate post bank transition segment of flight, it is seen that
the constant x0 assumption loses validity and some oscillation is observed before the
error is eliminated. The banking overshoot increases with increasing horizon length.
The 4-second horizon leads to an overshoot of nearly 60 degrees. Such an overshoot is
unacceptable and may be reduced by simply reducing the horizon length. Therefore, a
3-second prediction horizon is selected.
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Fig. 43 MPCALL Bank Angle Tracking for Varying P Horizons
5.2 Simulation Rates
The longitudinal example introduced 4 significant rates: simulation rate, prediction rate,
inner loop rate, and the outer loop rate. The construction of the simulation requires the
simulation rate to be equal to or faster than the loop rate. To allow a greater flexibility in
the selection of the loop rate, a simulation rate of 50 Hz is selected. Additionally, a
simulation rate higher than the loop and prediction rates has a negligible penalty on
computation time and nearly no change in the system performance. When the
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simulation is run at a higher rate than the loop and prediction frequencies, the simulation
collects feedback measurements more frequently, but only applies different control
values at the loop rate. Between the control updates, a constant control is applied and
smoothed to the simulation rate in the data collection.
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Fig. 44 Computational Time for Varying Simulation Rates
Fig. 44 shows the computational time required to simulate 20 seconds of flight while
varying the simulation rate and holding the loop and prediction rates constant at 10 Hz.
Base functions were not used in generating this data. The variation in simulation time is
attributed to slight changes in the computer's efficiency from run to run.
With the simulation rate fixed, the loop rates may be selected. The MPCSAS has
separate inner and outer loop rates dictating the frequency that the LQR and MPC
controllers issue new commands. Alternatively, the MPCALL architecture does not
have a separate inner loop SAS. For MPCALL, only one loop rate exists. Procedures
for selecting both inner and outer loop rates for the MPCSAS are omitted from
discussion as the design focus is on MPCALL. However, a trade off analysis similar to
that presented for the MPCALL may be applied to MPCSAS for finding these values.
The loop and prediction rates are found simultaneously. From the longitudinal example
it was shown that both rates affect the weighting matrices. Because the system
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Fig. 45 Computational Time for Varying Loop Rates
The simulation run time for 20 seconds of flight is plotted in Fig. 45 for the loop
frequencies, 10 Hz, 25 Hz and 50 Hz. The prediction and simulation rates are set to 10
and 50 Hz, respectively. The figure shows nearly a linear increase in computing time
with increasing loop frequency. Loop rates of 2 and 5 Hz were too slow and the vehicle
went unstable within the 20-second interval. The simulation for 2 Hz failed at about 5.5
seconds of simulated flight with a computation time of about 11 seconds. Similarly, the
5 Hz simulation failed at 8.5 seconds with a required run time of about 33.4 seconds.
Had these two simulations completed the 20 seconds of flight, the final calculation times
would have roughly fit into the above linear depiction. A linear dependence on
computation time with loop frequency is a reasonable outcome as the MPC calculation
is the time consuming portion of the simulation. If the MPC calculation is called twice as
frequently, it is logical that it would take approximately twice as long to complete a given
flight.
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Fig. 46 Computational Time for Varying Prediction Rates
Fig. 46 shows the computational time for 20 seconds of flight while varying the
prediction rate. The loop and simulation rates are set to 10 Hz and 50 Hz, respectively.
The computational time increases very rapidly as the prediction rate increases. This
rapid increase is caused by the increasing size of the prediction matrices. Finding
matrix inverses are known to be very computationally intensive as the matrices grow in
size. Subsequently, the simulation run times greatly increase. The data shown in the
above two figures was generated without using base functions.
Because loop rates of 2 Hz and 5 Hz lead to instabilities, a loop rate of 10 Hz is the
minimum frequency that should be chosen. 25 Hz, however, leads to long
computational times. The computational times become too great for prediction rates
greater than 10 Hz. Considering Fig. 45 and Fig. 46, the prediction and loop rates are
both selected to be 10 Hz.
5.3 MPC Weighting Matrices
Finding the appropriate weighting matrices is a challenging process. Some trial and
error is required, making it a time consuming task. Of the parameters discussed, this is
the least intuitive to select. The Wy matrix penalizes the deviation of the vehicle's state
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from the state reference setpoint. Wu increases the system cost for departures in the
aerosurface position from the control reference setpoint. Finally, the WA matrix
penalizes changes in the current control value from the value at the previous time step.
Each weighting matrix is a diagonal matrix with one nonnegative entry per state or
control input. A weighting of 0 in the state matrix means there is no penalty for that
particular state deviating from its reference; MPC ignores control of that state. A
nonzero weight tells MPC to track the corresponding state. In general, the greater the
weighting, the more closely MPC tries to track the state. Similarly for the control matrix,
a 0 weighting places no penalty on the aerosurface's position, allowing it to move freely,
and a positive weighting corresponds to tracking the reference control input. As the
weighting on the control surface approaches infinity, MPC forces the aerosurface to the
commanded trim condition. An infinite weighting reduces the system robustness, as the
vehicle cannot move the aerosurface to zero out a state error from a disturbance.
Positive values in the change in control weighting matrix penalize rapid or sharp
changes in the control signal.
In the longitudinal example, the weightings were found quickly as the weighting matrices
were reduced to scalar values and the control weights were held constant allowing for
only one unknown state weighting. For the MPC_ALL simulation, such simplification is
more difficult as all 12 states are tracked by 4 control surfaces and 4 control input rates
resulting in selecting 20 unknown weights. A multi-stage process should be taken when
obtaining the weights for such a complex problem. For the purposes of this research a
four-step procedure has been followed. First, Bryson's method is used to obtain initial
weightings. Trial and error is then performed to achieve a flyable model. Next, a pole
placement procedure is employed. Finally, additional trial and error is used to fine-tune
the system.
The first step in populating the weighting matrices stems from an LQR technique called
Bryson's method. An LQR servo controller is an optimal control technique solving a cost
function similar to the cost function used for MPC. The LQR system starts with an LTI
state space model and minimizes the following cost function:
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J = f [x' (t)Qx(t)+u' (t)Ru(t)dt (69)
where x and u are the state and control vectors, Q and R are the state and control
weighting matrices. Q and R are symmetric and Q > 0 and R > 0 [Ref. 15]. Bryson's
method is known to be a good initial guess at formulating diagonal weighting matrices
for LQR. Because MPC and LQR have similar cost functions, Bryson's method is
applicable for MPC. The method requires the control designer to select the maximum
error permissible in each state and control input. The weighting is then found as the
square of the reciprocal of the max error [Ref. 1].
Q R= = ( ,2 (70)
i max i max
Bryson's method is demonstrated for the MPCALL nonlinear simulation as shown in
Tab. 6. The maximum error column is a design choice. There is no guarantee that the
system will not violate the selected maximum error bounds as they simply give the initial
weighting ratio between the states.
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State Units Max Error Wy Weighting
h Ft 50 4.0 x 10-4
V Ft/s 15 0.0044
cc Deg 0.25 16
Deg 0.25 16
Q Rad/s 0.0175 3,265
X Ft 200 2.5 x 10-5
Y Ft 100 1.0 x 10~4
Deg 0.5 4
Deg 0.5 4
p Deg 3 0.1111
P Rad/s 0.0175 3,265
R Rad/s 0.0175 3,265
Control Units Max Error W Weighting
6e Deg 1 1
6 sb Deg 3 0.1111
6a Deg 5 0.04
6r Deg 5 0.04
A Control Units Max Error W Weighting
6e Deg 0 0
6 sb Deg 1 1
6a Deg 1 1
6r Deg 1 1
Tab. 6 Bryson's Method State & Control Weightings
Weightings may be found for every flight point and then scheduled as discussed in
section 3.3, however, this requires finding weighting matrices for every flight point and
developing a smooth scheduling method. This may certainly be done, but the added
complexity is not warranted for the preliminary weighting matrix design. Instead,
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separate weighting matrices are defined using Bryson's method for each flight phase.
The weights are blended naturally as discussed in 3.3 to reduce or avoid undesirable
transients while changing flight phases.
While using Bryson's method may give favorable results and a stable system, it is not
guaranteed to do so. It must be stressed that Bryson's method is merely a starting point
for finding the weighting matrices, and not the final solution. In this application, the
weights as stated thus far lead to instabilities during flight. It is now necessary to adjust
the weightings through trial and error. The goal of the trial and error process is to find
weights that lead to stable flight. Some trial and error may be used to achieve improved
performance, but favorable performance is secondary to obtaining stable flight. The
next stage in the weighting process addresses achieving the desired performance. The
following guidelines are useful when weighting the matrices during the trial and error
phase:
- The weightings between the states and controls are relative, so one weighting may be
set to a given value such as unity, reducing the selection process by one value.
- Changing the weightings may lead to unpredictable results because of the states' and
controls' relative nature. For example, changing the altitude weighting may adversely
affect the weighting ratio between the angle of attack (a.) and flight path angle (y) states.
One weighting change should be made at a time when tuning the system.
- Experience has shown that for this problem changing the WA has little effect on the
solution to the cost function. Select moderate values for WA and concentrate on the
remaining weighting matrices.
- Fast inner-loop dynamics such as a, and the rotational rates tend to require high
weightings. States with slower dynamics such as altitude, downrange, and crossrange
typically have low weightings.
- The weighting matrices become less important when hard and soft constraints are
imposed, since the system will accept any cost to avoid violating hard constraints.
Additionally, the system has a very high penalty for violating soft constraints, making the
weighting matrices less influential when exceeding soft constraints [Ref. 9].
After some trial and error, new weights are found that lead to stable flight. The next
step is to use these new weighting matrices for pole placement. A procedure is now
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followed with a similar concept to that of the longitudinal example except the system
now has 12 controlled states instead of 1. The longitudinal example called for a
linearized model of a SISO closed loop system from the state input reference to the
state output. A bandwidth representing the desired performance was then selected and
a search program was used to modify the weighting value until the desired bandwidth
was achieved.
However, in the MPCALL architecture, all of the states are controlled in a MIMO
system. For the purposes of obtaining the weighting matrices, a closed loop transfer
function may be obtained from the input reference of a single state to the output of that
state as shown in Fig. 47 for x.
aref b'e bsb ba br
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Fig. 47 MPCALL Linearized Architecture
Instead of selecting a bandwidth, the desired closed loop pole location is selected to
represent the desired tracking performance. A search routine may be used to vary the
weighting matrices until the pole location is achieved, or the weights may be found
without a search routine by plotting the closed loop poles for various weights as
demonstrated in this section. The weights are then selected corresponding to the
desired pole locations.
The following example places the poles for the short period mode in the longitudinal
channel for the full MPCALL nonlinear simulation flying the "straight" trajectory from
section 3.4. This trajectory has no lateral maneuvers allowing for a careful weighting
of the longitudinal states. The a and Q state weights are modified to place the phugoid
poles. In this research, a close tracking of a is desirable, so the poles are placed such
that a close tracking is achieved.
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The pole placement routine only gives insight to the selected states and the associated
poles, so a thorough weighting selection requires the procedure to be applied carefully
to subsequent states. Since the state and control weightings are relative, this process
should only be used on sets of states with little to no coupling between them. For
example, a longitudinal state set of a and Q and a lateral state set of t and P are mostly
decoupled sets and are good candidates for this procedure. Even when the procedure
is used on decoupled sets of states, the designer should be mindful of the relative
nature of the weightings.
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Fig. 48 Q and a Pole Placement
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Q = 250,000 360,000 490,000 640,0 00 ...
L 810,000 1,000,0 00
0 25 100 225 400 900 1,600 2,500 3,600 ...
a = 4,900 6,400 8100 10,0 00 ...
22,500 40 ,00 490,000
Fig. 48 shows the positive conjugate of the closed loop short period pole for a range of
Q and a weightings. As the a weighting increases, the pole location extends radially
from the origin. As the Q weighting increases, the pole moves diagonally downward
creating a region of possible pole locations. The desired pole location for a close
tracking of a is roughly in the middle of the region at -0.465 + 0.565i. This location
corresponds to an a weighting of 2,500 and a Q weighting of 40,000. These values are
significant departures from the c = 16 and Q = 3,265 weightings obtained from Bryson's
method. It is important to validate the new weightings to insure proper selection.
The closed loop system with the new weightings is linearized discretely. A Bode plot of
the closed loop model in Fig. 49 shows the effect of a nonminimum phase zero at the
lower frequencies reducing the db magnitude. Between the 0.08 and 0.4 rad/s
frequencies the magnitude levels at approximately 0 db corresponding to a desirable
tracking performance. The system bandwidth is 0.525 rad/s at -3 db.
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Fig. 49 Bode Plot for Q = 40,000 and a = 2,500
The Bode plot suggests a good tracking performance on the a state. It is necessary to
validate that the simulation has adequate tracking with the new weightings. Because
these weightings are higher than those obtained from the Bryson's method and trial and
error, the MPC is expected to track the a closer. The following series of plots shows the
improved tracking performance with increasing a and Q weightings for a naturally
commanded step change in the c command near the flight point 140. Tab. 7 shows the
weights for the figures.
Figure awt Q wt Method
Fig. 50 16 2,500 Bryson's & Trial and Error
Fig. 51 400 2,500 Intermediate Weighting
Fig. 52 2,500 40,000 Pole Placement
Tab. 7 a and Q Weightings
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Fig. 51 a Tracking for a = 400 Q = 2,500
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When a lower weighting is placed on ax, MVPC tries to reduce errors by acting well before
receiving the command change. The increase in ax leads to reduced errors and hence
improved tracking. In each figure, the prediction horizon is 3 seconds. However, as the
a weighting increases, the anticipative nature of MPC is not as pronounced. With
increasing weighting, the bandwidth increases and a faster response is observed.
Given the faster response, movement at first indication of the step change would lead to
a greater error than delaying action until closer to receiving the command. Hence, less
preemptive action is taken when MPC knows the change may be made quickly. In this
fashion, the MPC may be thought of as a smart controller, by acting sooner to reduce
peak errors in controlled states with little emphasis on tracking and by acting later for
controlled states with great emphasis on tracking.
Pole placement weightings may be scheduled, should that be found desirable. The
following describes the development of such a schedule. In section 4.5 it was found that
the poles of the short period move significantly and have discontinuities throughout the
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trajectory. The desired specific pole placement may be difficult to achieve for some
points due to these discontinuities. Such discontinuities present challenges when trying
to schedule the weightings.
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Fig. 53 Pole Location for Flight Point 76
Fig. 53 shows a discontinuity in the pole placement for flight point 76. The same set of
a and Q weightings are plotted as in Fig. 48. In Fig. 48, the poles fan out fairly uniformly
and the voids at the higher weighting values only exist because not enough aX and Q
weightings have been selected to fill the space. In contrast, Fig. 53 illustrates a
noticeable void between -0.4 and -0.7 on the real axis as an area where poles may not
be placed easily. As the weightings increase, the cost function finds a new minimum by
changing the pole location quite abruptly. The cluster of up-side-down triangles near
-0.4 + 0.5i jump significantly with higher Q weightings. Similarly, a dislocation is
observed from the same cluster to the right-side-up triangles with only a small increase
in ax. The desired pole location of -0.465 + 0.565i may not be met for this flight point
during the pole location discontinuity. As a result, a new pole location is selected at
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-0.75 + 0.6i. This new pole location is a significant and unavoidable departure from
-0.465 + 0.565i, but maintains continuity in the a and Q weights.
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Fig. 54 Pole Location for Flight Point 70
A few seconds further down the trajectory at flight point 70, continuity is restored to the
region mapped by the a and Q weights as seen in Fig. 54. The discontinuity in flight has
led to a new region of possible pole locations. Because the new area is still in the left
hand plane, the discontinuity disrupts a smooth scheduling scheme for a constant pole
location and pushes the poles farther left, but does not cause instabilities. Selecting a
different desired pole location when a discontinuity arises allows for a smoother
weighting schedule to be developed.
Fig. 55 shows the ax and Q weightings for each flight point in the straight trajectory found
through the pole placement method. The schedule has been artificially smoothed at the
discontinuity for flight point 76 by selecting the new pole location. A weighting schedule
such as this may be used when preferred over weighting by flight segments.
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Fig. 55 a and Q Weighting Schedule for Pole Placement
Once the pole placement is accomplished, the final phase of trial and error is conducted.
The trial and error is necessary to insure no relative weightings were unexpectedly
altered. If the pole placement is too aggressive, the actuators may reach saturation. A
period of trial and error with small changes in the state and control weightings helps to
eliminate saturation. In addition, trial and error allows for some increase in performance
for states not addressed through the pole placement procedure. Time constraints
prohibited selecting the weightings for the lateral channel through a pole placement
procedure. Instead, they were selected using the trial and error guidelines. During the
final trial and error phase, the weightings on a and Q had to be increased slightly in
response to the weighting of the lateral channel. This slight increase was necessary to
maintain a high level of a tracking and to maintain the approximate short period pole
location.
Weighting by scheduling has been discussed for the benefit of future designs. A flight
phase weighting scheme is adopted for this specific problem. The pole placement
strategy, however, is still used when finding the a and Q weightings for each phase.
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The final weightings after trial and error are
Tab. 9 and Tab. 10 for MPCSAS.
summarized in Tab. 8 for MPCALL and in
State Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
h 0.25 0.36 0.64 1.21 1.21
V 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.25
a 3,600 4,900 9,025 8,100 6,400
Y 1 1 1 1 1
Q 67,600 42,025 84,100 57,600 38,025
x 1 1 1 1 1
y 0.25 0.49 0.01 0.25 0.25
x 9 64 49 36 36
1 9 9 4 4
400 400 400 400 400
P 2,500 900 62,500 1,600 900
R 2,500 900 62,500 1,600 900
Control Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
6e 64 49 49 36 25
6 sb 64 25 25 25 25
6a 64 1 1 9 9
6r 64 1 1 9 9
A Control Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
6e 1 1 1 1 1
6sb11111
6a 1 1 1 1 1
6rl1g1 1 1P1
Tab. 8 Final Weighting Matrices for MPCALL
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State Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
LQR h 0.001 0.004 0.04 1 1
LQR V 0.1 0.5 1 1 1.5
LQRaL 25 25 25 15 10
LQRy 10 10 10 4 4
LQR Q 32.8281 32.8281 32.8281 32.8281 32.8281
LQR x 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
LQR y 0.001 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
LQRX 0.1 1 5 2 2
LQR p 1 0.1 10 10 10
LQR p 6 10 30 20 12
LQR P 32.8281 32.8281 32.8281 32.8281 32.8281
LQR R 32.8281 32.8281 32.8281 65.6561 65.6561
Control Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
6e 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.25
6 sb 5 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.03
6a 0.5 0.7 2 3.77 3.77
6r 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.77 0.77
Tab. 9 Final LQR Weighting Matrices for MPCSAS
Altitude, velocity, and crossrange weights are given for the MPCSAS architecture
because the LQR develops a set of gains for all 12 states using the complete plant, not
just the portion of the plant representing the 9 inner loop states. However, only the
gains for the inner loop states are used as the MPC actively controls the altitude,
velocity, and crossrange in the outer loop.
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Tab. 10 Final MPC Weighting Matrices for MPCSAS
5.4 Base Function Selection
The procedure used to obtain the proper number of base functions discussed in the
longitudinal example may be applied to the full simulation without change. The horizon
is 3 seconds and the prediction rate used is 10 Hz giving 30 possible base functions.
Fig. 56 shows the cost associated with a 1-degree error between the a reference and
current a state value for flight point 140. The costs from using only one or two base
functions have been omitted from the plots because their costs were too high to be
placed on the graph.
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State Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
MPC h 0.0025 0.01 0.0225 0.0625 0.16
MPC V 0.81 1 1.21 1.44 1.69
MPC y 0.81 1 1.1025 1.44 1.96
MPC Cmd Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
MPCy 81 100 100 81 64
MPC 6 sb 2.56 4 4 3.24 2.89
MPC 400 400 400 400 400
A MPC Cmd Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5
MPC y 1 1 1 1 1
MPC Sbs 1 1 1 1 1
MPCX 1 1 1 1 1
10000 -------- \ ---------------------- --- -------- ------------ -- -
9600 ------------- ---- ---L --- - - --- --------- ----------
9600 --- -- -
6600
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Number of Base Functions
Fig. 56 Base Function Cost for 1-Degree a Reference Error
The cost is an effective parameter to select the proper number of base functions.
Another parameter that may be used is the initial control position. Because an error is
introduced to the system, the MPC moves the aerosurfaces from their nominal locations.
For a system with a relatively high weighting on a arrived at through the pole placement
in the previous section, a significant deviation from trim is expected in the elevon. The
nominal trim position for the elevon is -6.70 degrees. The same procedure is followed
for evaluating the control as was used for the cost. Fig. 57 shows the elevon position for
all 30 base functions denoted by the dots, and the position when not using base
functions is shown as the starred line. The elevon position varies considerably for fewer
than 10 base functions before converging.
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Fig. 57 Elevon Position for 1-Degree a Reference Error
The elevon is the aerosurface with control over eliminating the error in c, however,
some mild coupling exists in the dynamics and the remaining control surfaces move
slightly from their nominal values. For flight point 140, 0 degrees is the nominal position
for the speed brake, aileron, and rudder. Convergence is obtained for the three
surfaces when 10 base functions are applied.
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Fig. 58 Brake Aileron & Rudder Position for 1-Degree a Reference Error
While the cost is the parameter to be minimized, examining the control is a very
accurate tool for selecting the number of base functions to use. If the control input for a
selected number of base functions is nearly the same as for setting the J.4 matrix to the
identity, then the output will almost be the same. Ideally, the cost and the control should
be evaluated when selecting the number of base functions to use. Tab. 11 shows the
percent error in the cost and control incurred by using base functions. Equation 66 was
used to calculate the error.
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Number of Base Functions % Cost Error % Control Error
3 12.888 9.119
5 9.926 0.306
10 4.787 0.539
15 2.506 0.014
20 0.383 0.002
25 0.131 7.69 x 10-5
30 0 0
Tab. 11 Base Function Errors for Cost & Control
The cost with 10 base functions is reasonable but the reduction to less than 3 percent
error with 15 base functions is desirable. Furthermore, oscillation is observed in the
control error between 5 and 10 base functions, thereby narrowing the selection to 10-15
functions. By 15 base functions the control has converged and significantly reduced in
error. Based on the cost and control error, 15 base functions are selected. The base
functions selected are the ramp functions described in section 4.4.
With the base functions selected, it is necessary to evaluate the output performance of
the simulation. Fig. 59 shows the command and output response of using 15 base
functions and using an identity for jAI . The same a step and weightings are used as in
Fig. 52. The matrix weightings are those obtained right after the pole placement and
before the final trial and error phase. The output using base functions is
indistinguishable from the output not using base functions. The error shown is the
difference in output between using and not using base functions.
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Fig. 59 shows the ax response for the unconstrained case. The same plot is shown in
Fig. 60 but for the constrained solution. The constraints were imposed on the altitude,
but set sufficiently far away that the output would never come in contact with them. The
constraints were only applied to trigger the flag in the simulation to use the optimizer for
the constrained solution. The constrained simulation also shows an indistinguishable
output when using 15 base functions. In either the unconstrained or constrained
simulations, the error is not greater than 0.003 degrees, a negligible difference.
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In section 4.4 it was claimed that base functions are used to reduce the simulation
computational time and that base functions are most beneficial when used on the
constrained simulation. Tab. 12 shows the actual time required to simulate 20 seconds
of flight in Fig. 59 and Fig. 60. The two figures are zoomed in on the first 17 seconds to
show greater detail around the step. Base functions are effective in reducing the
computation time without a significant loss in performance.
Time No Base Fun Time 15 Base Fun
% Reduced Time(seconds) (seconds)
Unconstrained 197.92 142.03 28
Constrained 266.42 173.73 35
Tab. 12 Computational Time Using Base Functions
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Chapter 6
Results & Performance
This chapter shows the system performance of the MPCALL and MPCSAS
architectures. The two trajectories flown are the "straight" and "single bank" trajectories
described in 3.4. The response to flying three aggressive trajectories is presented in the
appendix. The first aggressive trajectory represents a situation where the vehicle is
initially far from the runway and low on energy. The second portrays the vehicle close to
the runway and high on energy initially. The final trajectory presents a case when the
vehicle initially has a high crossrange value far away from the trajectory and is low on
energy.
Each trajectory flies from its starting point at about 30,000 feet to approximately 2,000
feet above ground (the runway altitude is at 3,840.5 feet). The landing procedure
begins when the vehicle is at about 2,000 feet above ground. During the landing, the
vehicle's landing gear is deployed and the flight dynamics of the vehicle change
significantly. The MPC has not been designed to account for these changing dynamics,
so this portion is not shown in the results.
The selected design parameters from the previous sections are summarized in Tab. 13,
and the weighting matrices are described in Tab. 8, Tab. 9, and Tab. 10 at the end of
section 5.3.
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MPCALL MPCSAS
P Horizon 3 sec 3 sec
Prediction Rate 10 Hz 10 Hz
Simulation Rate 50 Hz 50 Hz
Outer Loop Rate 10 Hz 5 Hz
Inner Loop Rate N/A 50 Hz
Base Functions 15 15
Tab. 13 Design Parameter Summary
For all figures showing results in this chapter the solid line represents the reference and
the dashed line represents the vehicle's response unless otherwise stated.
6.1 Command Versus Actual Plots
The MPCALL architecture is presented first, flying the "straight" trajectory, followed by
the "single bank" trajectory. The MPCSAS is then shown flying the "straight" and
"single bank" trajectories. Each trajectory is plotted in a set of five figures.
The results from flying the MPCALL "straight" trajectory are presented in Fig. 61 to Fig.
65. The only commanded maneuvers lie within the longitudinal channel. Close tracking
is observed in all states with the controller eliminating most errors encountered. a is
tracked particularly closely as designed in the matrix weighting section. Two step
changes in the a reference at 35 seconds and 60 seconds are arrived through moderate
movements in the elevon. Only minute movements are seen in the aileron and rudder
caused by mild coupling between the longitudinal and lateral states. The lateral
dynamics, however, are not actively exercised, leaving the lateral states following
closely with no significant deviations from the nominal conditions.
Because the vehicle starts aligned with the runway, there is only one change in
weighting matrices at about 120 seconds into the flight. A smooth transition between
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weighting matrices takes place as the vehicle begins the approach and landing flight
phase.
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Fig. 61 MPCALL Straight (1 of 5)
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Fig. 62 MPCALL Straight (2 of 5)
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Fig. 63 MPCALL Straight (3 of 5)
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Fig. 64 MPCALL Straight (4 of 5)
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Fig. 65 MPCALL Straight (5 of 5)
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Close tracking of the longitudinal states is maintained in the "single bank" trajectory.
The effective coupling between the longitudinal and the added lateral dynamics is seen
in a as the small increase in the command starting at about 85 seconds and ending near
100 seconds. This increase in the command corrects for the vehicle's natural tendency
to pitch down during the bank. A small error is seen in a immediately following the
bank as it arrives at the final value commanded for landing.
While the longitudinal channel is tracked closely, there is damped oscillation in the
lateral channel following the banking maneuver. The overshoot in the bank angle and in
the heading causes the vehicle to cross the runway centerline 4 times before becoming
aligned. The loose tracking may suggest additional design is required for the lateral
state weightings. The low loop rate is a contributor to the observed oscillation. A higher
loop rate is required to accurately track all of the vehicle states closely. This higher rate,
however, was unobtainable in this research due to the increased computational time
required. Such a high computational time is unfeasible. Finally, a small portion of the
error in the lateral channel may be caused by conflicts between the lateral states. A
conflict in the states during a banking maneuver is difficult to visualize. Consider the
following simplified example. If the vehicle exits the heading alignment cone with a 0
degree heading angle and a 0 degree bank angle but offset in the crossrange direction,
it will be flying on a path parallel with the runway centerline. In order to eliminate the
crossrange error, the vehicle must change its heading, and a heading change requires a
banking maneuver. Because the vehicle is following the 0 degree commanded heading
and bank angles, the vehicle must introduce an error in those two states in order to
eliminate the crossrange error. Applying a relatively high weighting on the crossrange
state helps to make the vehicle remove the crossrange error, but too high of a weighting
can lead to too much banking overshoot during the banking portion of flight. A well-
coordinated set of commands between the heading angle, bank angle, and crossrange
states is necessary to help reduce conflicts in the states.
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Fig. 66 MPCALL Single Bank (1 of 5)
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Fig. 67 MPCALL Single Bank (2 of 5)
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Fig. 68 MPCALL Single Bank (3 of 5)
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The performance seen in the "straight" trajectory using the MPCSAS architecture is
very similar to that of the MPCALL architecture. They both adequately remove errors
in the flight. The MPCSAS has the higher inner loop rate allowing it to closely regulate
the lateral inner loop states. Specifically, the heading angle and the crossrange errors
are held very close to 0. The change in weighting matrices at about 120 seconds is
clearly visible in the elevon causing a small disturbance in the a and y states.
MPCSAS does not handle the transition particularly well in part because the natural
smoothing technique is not as gradual for the MPCSAS as it is for the MPCALL. This
stems from the lower outer loop rate of the MPCSAS. In MPCALL, the prediction rate
and loop rate are both 10 Hz making the new weighting matrix enter the prediction
horizon with one 0.1 time step at a time. The MPC_SAS, however, has an outer loop
rate of 5 Hz and a prediction rate of 10 Hz. The prediction then sees the new weighting
matrix change in two 0.1 time step blocks each time the MPC is called. The slightly
choppier introduction of the new weighting matrices is only one cause of the disturbance
in the elevon position as the change in MPC weightings between the flight phases is
small. The integration between the inner and outer loops adds to the disturbances at
flight phase change points. Additional smoothing is needed to create a more accurate
model, however, the advantages and disadvantages of MPCSAS may still be
evaluated.
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Fig. 72 MPCSAS Straight (2 of 5)
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Fig. 73 MPCSAS Straight (3 of 5)
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The MPCSAS successfully and quickly drives all of the state errors to 0 throughout the
"single bank" flight. All of the longitudinal states follow the commands closely with only
minor overshoots in step changes in x. Of particular importance, the MPCSAS has a
high inner loop rate controlling the X and t states giving a very close tracking of those
states. By the nature of the MPCSAS architecture, conflicts between states are
reduced. The MPC controls the outer loop states h, V, and y by generating y, brake,
and X commands. If the vehicle were to exit the HAC flying parallel to the runway as
previously considered, the error in y causes MPC to change the x command slightly to
eliminate the error. An error in X is not necessarily incurred when making the heading
change since the command is altered, thus reducing conflicts between y and X. The
brake being a surface command goes directly to the plant. The y and x commands
serve as the reference setpoints for the inner loop. Consequently, the y and X command
signals plotted in Fig. 72 and Fig. 78 originate from the output of the MPC. To better
illustrate, Fig. 76 shows the MPC generated command and the feed forward reference
signal for y and X from the guidance system. The figure also shows the vehicle's final
response. The MPC generates a command similar to the guidance command, but
makes the appropriate variations to minimize the total error. The y command is not
significantly changed from the y reference signal from guidance. The X command does
change noticeably from the guidance command. The vehicle then tracks the guidance
command very closely with only a small overshoot in heading. The MPC commands
were plotted in the MPCSAS plots for the "straight" trajectory, though less noticeable.
The y and X error plots shown in Fig. 78 represent the difference between the MPC
generated command and the vehicle's actual response. The remaining error plots
represent the difference between the guidance generated commands and the vehicle's
actual response.
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Fig. 79 MPCSAS Single Bank (3 of 5)
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6.2 Constraint Handling
Two examples of constraint handling are shown in this section. The first is an example
of how constraints may be applied to the control input to avoid actuator saturation or
simply to reduce the peak levels of actuator deflection. The second example shows how
MPC performs when encountering a fixed actuator.
Input constraints are hard constraints such that the MPC will do anything to avoid
violating the constraints. This differs from the output soft constraints. MPC may break
soft constraints, but limits such action as a very high penalty is incurred. Input
constraints may be applied to insure the actuators do not saturate. It is also used to
prevent large spikes in control action. For example, the MPCALL architecture has
been weighted to give a close tracking on a. It indeed tracks the command very closely,
but at the expense of moderate deviations from the elevon trim condition. For the step
changes in a encountered thus far, the elevon did not come near saturation, however,
more aggressive maneuvers in other trajectories may yield actuator saturation. The
step change in a near the flight point 140 in the "straight" trajectory is revisited. The first
3 graphs in Fig. 82 show a zoomed view of the vehicle's response to the at step, the
error, and the elevon movement using MPCALL. Constraints are then applied to the
elevon prohibiting its movement below -7.5 degrees and above -6.25 degrees. The
vehicle's response, error, and the elevon movement are shown in the final 3 plots of Fig.
82.
The constrained flight tracks c very closely and differs from the unconstrained flight by a
slight overshoot. The elevon begins its movement near 9.5 seconds with a slight
nonminimum phase response. It meets the input constraint slightly faster than the
unconstrained case. Since a minimum elevon deflection of about -7.8 degrees
minimized the cost function in the unconstrained simulation, it follows that in the
constrained flight, the elevon will move as close as possible to the -7.8 position. The
constraints prohibit such a deflection, so the elevon moves to -7.5 degrees and holds
the position. The elevon completes its movement by meeting, but not exceeding the
upper constraint before returning to the trim condition. In this fashion, constraints have
been applied to limit the peak deviation of the actuator from trim while still tracking a
well. The actuator did not move as far, but held its peak deviation for a longer time to
achieve the shown performance.
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Fig. 82 MPCALL Response to a Constrained Input
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The second use of constraints simulates a failure in the rudder. The "single bank"
trajectory is flown for both architectures holding the rudder fixed at 0 degrees. Because
the MPCALL generates surface commands, the rudder may be fixed by imposing
upper and lower rudder constraints of +-0.001 degrees. The MPCSAS controller
creates y, speed brake, and X commands, so the rudder may not be fixed using input
constraints. Instead, the LQR rudder weighting is set very high to prevent its movement.
In both architectures the control system is aware of the failure. For the MPCALL
simulation, the MPC controller has information that the rudder is fixed through the use of
the hard input constraints that cannot be violated. In contrast, the MPC controller itself
does not have any information indicating that the rudder is fixed in the MPCSAS
architecture because the rudder is artificially constrained through the high weighting in
the LQR. Consequently, only the inner loop LQR portion of the control system has
knowledge of the failure.
MPCALL and MPCSAS are able to fly the trajectory and to reduce the state errors
almost to 0 by the end of the flight. A few changes are observed in MPCALL
compared to the unconstrained flight. The most significant differences are seen in the
aerosurfaces. The aileron of the constrained flight experiences low amplitude, high
frequency oscillation and a decreased peak value. The oscillation in the aileron
increases the settling time slightly for y, X, and p. The elevon also experiences low
amplitude, high frequency oscillation at the beginning of the banking flight phase and
continuing for the remainder of the flight. The elevon's oscillation creates a very fine
oscillation in a that is only observable in the error plot.
The MPCSAS controller shows little change in the tracking performance of the
longitudinal states compared to the unconstrained flight. The most substantial
difference is seen in the lateral channel where the bank angle overshoot is greater than
even the MPCALL simulation. The sideslip angle is significantly reduced in magnitude,
but slightly oscillatory. The aileron reduces in peak deviation, but develops oscillation.
Very low amplitude oscillation emerges in the elevon in the final 30 seconds of flight.
System performance is not excellent in the fixed actuator simulation, but the vehicle is
able to complete the heading alignment and make it to the final landing phase ending
with minimal state errors.
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6.3 Response to an Imperfect Internal Model
To simulate the system's response to an imperfect model two imperfections are
considered. The first is a situation where the vehicle has a 20% greater pitching
moment coefficient than represented in the internal model. Similarly, the second
imperfection is a 20% decrease in the moment coefficient than represented in the
internal model. The goal of these tests is to evaluate how well the MPC adjusts to a
mismatch between the internal model and actual plant. The MPCALL and MPCSAS
are evaluated flying the "straight" trajectory.
The MPCALL flying with a 20% greater pitching moment coefficient is presented first
and shows nearly identical performance in the lateral channel to the nominal case as
expected. The only noticeable difference is a slight increase in oscillation in the lateral
rates, aileron, and rudder during the transition between weighting matrices near 120
seconds of flight. In the longitudinal channel, the velocity tracking is comparable to the
nominal case. y is not as closely tracked and the transition in weighting matrices is
noticeable. The most prominent effect of the model mismatch is the bias in a raising the
response above the command and the bias lowering the elevon. The model is not
expecting such a strong pitching moment and the vehicle's nose subsequently rises.
The elevon assumes a lower value attempting to lower the vehicle's angle of attack so
that closer tracking is achieved. The nearly constant biases in angle of attack and the
elevon result from the weighting matrices. The vehicle is unable to satisfy both the a
tracking and the elevon trim position, so the MPC finds the medium that minimizes the
total cost. The high weighting on a causes a close tracking, keeping the average error
below about 0.25 degrees. The elevon then holds a near constant error of about 1
degree. Reduced tracking precision in altitude results from the constant aX and elevon
biases. The vehicle remains about 40 feet low going into the final landing portion of
flight.
The MPCALL flight with a 20% decrease in the pitching moment coefficient follows suit
with a negative bias on a and a positive bias in the elevon. The altitude error leaves the
vehicle slightly higher than the nominal flight. The performance trends seen in the
MPCALL flights continue with the MPCSAS with the exception of the altitude error.
The MPCALL held a nonzero altitude error, but the MPCSAS was able to completely
eliminate the altitude errors by the end of the flight. MPCSAS experienced a significant
178
disruption when changing weighting matrices particularly in the final case with the 20%
decrease in the moment coefficient showing that a more detailed smoothing scheme is
needed to transition between weighting matrices.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Conclusions
This research endeavored to meet three primary research objectives. The first and
primary objective was to develop a set of design criteria to aid future model predictive
control designers in selecting the prediction horizon, simulation rates, weighting
matrices, and base functions. The two lesser objectives were to apply the newly found
design criteria to the 12 state, nonlinear X-34 technology demonstrator model and to
show flexible application of model predictive control to two design architectures.
Procedures and guidelines have been developed to help select each specific design
parameter. Populating the weighting matrices proved to be the most challenging
parameter to select because of the sensitive nature of the weighting relationships
between the states and control. Furthermore, controlling all states with four actuators
led to the selection of 20 weights. Pole placement, however, proved to aid significantly
in the weighting selection, giving the selection order and structure. In addition to
defining design guidelines, it was discovered that a prescribed order of design
parameter selection is required. The prediction horizon is selected first, followed by the
simulation rates. The loop rates and prediction rate then dictate the weighting
selections. Finally, simplifying base functions are used to reduce computational
complexity.
Model predictive control was successfully applied to control a nonlinear simulation of the
X-34 in the subsonic portion of the terminal area energy management corridor and
approach and landing. The application to two different design architectures showed that
model predictive control could be used as the system's sole controller to track the
desired states, or it could be used to track a subset of states in conjunction with an inner
loop stability augmentation system. The flexibility of model predictive control allows it to
be applied to a wide range of future aerospace vehicles.
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Model predictive control applied to aerospace vehicles provides many potential benefits,
which include its anticipative behavior, reducing peak errors, and its constraint handling
ability. Model predictive control theory also exhibits disadvantages. It is computationally
intensive, and requires an accurate internal model to represent the actual plant. The
computation proved to be a substantial burden. A 12 state augmented model creates
very large matrices, making simulation runtimes lengthy. The predictive controller
currently designed is not refined or tested enough to be flown onboard the X-34. In
addition, its computational intensity makes it unfeasible for use as an onboard, real time
controller. Base functions prove helpful to meeting the goal of onboard flight, but do not
reduce the calculations enough. As faster computers develop, their increased
computing speeds make onboard flight a very realistic prospect in the near future.
In all simulated flights, the controller quickly and efficiently eliminated all errors
throughout the longitudinal channel. MPCALL and MPCSAS both tracked the
longitudinal states very closely. The pole placement approach helped to insure the
favorable performance in MPCALL. The high inner loop rate of the MPCSAS coupled
with a coordinated effort between the altitude and velocity states in the outer loop and
the angle of attack and pitch rate in the inner loop yielded few longitudinal errors. The
lack of a pole placement strategy for the lateral channel and the low simulation rate in
MPCALL showed room for improved lateral tracking. Considering the unstable
dynamics of the X-34, a loop rate of 10 Hz for MPCALL is a minimum. The loop rate
should be increased to improve the lateral performance.
The controllers could be improved to reduce the peak errors obtained and to remove the
errors more quickly in all trajectories. However, it must be noted that the errors were
eliminated by the end of each flight, including the aggressive trajectories.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Although model predictive control has been studied and applied in industry for 30 years,
it remains a new field of study in aerospace applications. There is plenty of room for
growth in future research. The recommendations presented here, however, remain
within the context of the ongoing research at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory.
First, specific to controlling the X-34, reevaluation of the weighting matrices is
recommended. Benefits of pole placement were seen in the longitudinal channel. It is
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expected that the Dutch roll motion will be eliminated and closer tracking in the lateral
states will be achieved with a careful pole placement strategy similar to that used for the
longitudinal states. The weighting matrices will certainly need to be repopulated should
a higher loop rate be chosen, a necessary action to increase system performance.
Second, the current simulation is designed around a trajectory. The long-term vision
develops a model in which the simulation is designed for a flyable space instead of
trajectory based. A weighting scheme scheduling the states and control weights
according to altitude and mach number is suggested for such an open design.
Third, the current internal plant uses a linear approximation of the nonlinear plant at
each flight point and linearly interpolates between flight points when necessary. A
transition to a full nonlinear internal plant is desirable. An intermediate step using linear
parameter varying theory is encouraged to help make the transition. The linear
parameter varying strategy effectively schedules the A, B, C, and D matrices describing
the linear system according to a chosen parameter such as dynamic pressure or
altitude. Linear parameter varying techniques provide for increased flexibility.
Finally, this research only introduced the use of constraints to improve performance.
Utilizing the constraint handling capability of model predictive control should be further
explored and understood. Additional simulations where the controller is unaware of a
fixed aerosurface should be analyzed. These additional simulations would give greater
insight to how predictive control may be used to further research in reconfigurable
control.
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Appendix
The results chapter showed the performance of MPCALL and MPCSAS flying the
"straight" and "single bank" trajectories. As stated before, those two trajectories are
representative of benign trajectories. The maneuvers are not especially demanding and
do not fully challenge the capability of MPC. Multiple trajectories are required to
completely evaluate the MPC design. The following three aggressive trajectories are
examples of more difficult flights. They each represent trajectories at the edge of the
flyable space. Common elements between the aggressive trajectories are that they
each initially start with the vehicle heading to the designated tangent point on the HAC
and all of the trajectories start at an altitude of approximately 30,000 feet. The first of
the aggressive trajectories is a "long" trajectory as shown in Fig. 113. It initially starts
aligned with the runway centerline and does not have any banking maneuvers. This
trajectory qualifies as aggressive because it starts the vehicle very far from the runway.
This simulates a flight where the vehicle is low on energy for the distance it must travel
to arrive at the runway. The vehicle assumes an a profile giving the vehicle a maximum
glide characteristic allowing it to fly as far as possible. When the vehicle arrives at the
nominal point before the A/L section, it begins an increased dive as in the "straight"
trajectory.
The second aggressive trajectory is "short" (Fig. 114). The vehicle is again initially
aligned with the runway. In this situation, however, the vehicle has too much energy
and is too close to the runway. It must perform a steep dive to correct for the altitude
and open the speed brake to bleed off the excess energy.
The final trajectory referred to as "high crossrange". Shown in Fig. 115, it is a trajectory
that starts the vehicle far from the runway and has a very large initial crossrange value.
The X-34 is offset so far from the runway that it must fly almost perpendicular to the
runway centerline. The vehicle subsequently has an extended banking phase.
The simulations run the three trajectories under the same conditions as flown for the
"straight" and "single bank" trajectories in 6.1. The full nonlinear actual plant is used.
The internal plant is an LTI approximation of the nonlinear plant, and the simulation flies
the unconstrained solution using the selected design parameters in Tab. 13 and the
weightings from Tab. 8, Tab. 9, and Tab. 10.
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The MPCALL architecture is flown first, followed by the MPCSAS. Because these
trajectories represent aggressive flights, large peak errors are expected and observed
throughout the flight, but all of the flights drive the errors towards 0. The errors initially
start at 0 because the guidance system has purposefully generated a trajectory starting
at the vehicle's initial position. These aggressive trajectories help demonstrate the
boundaries of the flyable space. They also can be used to simulate an abort scenario
where the guidance subsystem has generated a new trajectory on the fly to guide the
vehicle safely to a runway. Such an onboard trajectory generation is one of Draper's
goals for next generation guidance and control. The "long" trajectory transitions
weighting matrices at 209.8 seconds. The "short" trajectory transitions its weighting
matrices at 70.5. The "high crossrange" trajectory switches weighting matrices from the
first wings level phase to the banking phase at 82.6 seconds. It switches to the second
wings level phase at 162.3 seconds and makes its final switch to the approach and
landing phase at 178.9 seconds.
The results from MPCSAS flying the "high crossrange" trajectory are not shown. The
simulation is sensitive to large excursions from the reference setpoints, and the vehicle
experienced large errors that were not recoverable. As such, the simulation failed when
attempting to fly this trajectory.
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